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EDITOR’S PAGE

TIME TO SHINE

W

ho doesn’t like a winner?
Whether talking about sports,
business or entertainment,
we’re magnetically drawn to successful
individuals and companies. Understandably
so. Everyone wants to be associated with
them because perhaps, selfishly, on some
level, we hope their success rubs off on us.
Ironically, when it came time to write
this month’s editorial, I planned to focus on
excellence, as I typically do every December
in our Pinnacle Awards issue. But, before
my deadline, circumstances beyond our
control changed what I wanted to say, and why I wanted to say it. Sadly,
on Oct. 23, Mitch Kostuch, our president, passed away suddenly, leaving a
void in the lives of his personal family and his professional one, both here
at Kostuch Media and at TrainCan, our sister company. On a larger scale,
Mitch’s passing has impacted everyone he ever met, both professionally
and personally, in Canada and throughout the world. The outpouring of
affection moments after we announced his passing is testament to the
immense respect and admiration Mitch commanded in the industry.
In many ways, it’s fitting that we feature a special tribute to him (see
story on p. 4) in the context of this special Pinnacle Awards issue — the
one that focuses on excellence. Mitch was truly a special man who cared
so passionately about the foodservice and hospitality industries, and he
was always inspired by the excellence he saw at every turn, from the operators to the chefs to the suppliers, to the students who will be tomorrow’s
leaders. He was always excited and re-energized after attending events and
conferences, because he always walked away from them with new respect
for the industry and a ton of new ideas.
Of course, Mitch was very proud of what the teams at Kostuch and
TrainCan have accomplished. He was particularly proud of what we have
achieved in the past 26 years with the Pinnacle Awards program; after
each annual edition, he would be the first to congratulate me and the
KML team on yet another great event. As such, we dedicate this issue
to Mitch and to everything he represented. As a company, we are sad to
have lost his guiding spirit, his inspiring personality and his commitment
to excellence. As individuals we mourn the passing of a “gentle man,” a
humanitarian and a truly special individual. His legacy will live on.
As we close the chapter on yet another year, let’s pause to celebrate
the stars that shine so brightly in this industry — including Mitch — and
thank them for showing us the way. On behalf of the entire KML team,
thank you for your continued support over the past year. We wish you
a wonderful holiday season and a happy new year, punctuated by good
health, prosperity and always a touch of magic.

ROSANNA CAIRA

MITCH KOSTUCH FOUNDER
Feb. 11, 1931 – Oct. 23, 2014
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TRIBUTE

Mitch was one of five children
born to Antoni and Karolina Kostuch,
Polish-born immigrants to Canada.
Above, Mitch poses for his first
communion picture

Mitch attended The Ryerson
Institute of Technology. He
graduated from the Journalism
program in 1953

In 1972, Mitch graduated from
York University’s MBA program,
becoming the first mature student
to graduate from a university program
without an undergraduate degree

Living
the
Legacy
WITH MITCH KOSTUCH’S PASSING,
THE FOODSERVICE AND HOSPITALITY,
AND PUBLISHING INDUSTRIES LOSE
ONE OF THEIR ICONS
BY ROSANNA CAIRA

TO MANY in the hospitality and
publishing industries, Mitch Kostuch was
a man of many talents. He was an entrepreneur, a mentor, a visionary, an astute
businessman, a champion of all things
culinary. In his personal life, he was a
dutiful son, a protective brother, a warm
4
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and caring uncle, a loving husband and
father, a doting grandfather and a friend.
Above and beyond everything else, he
was a true “gentle man;” a warm soul who
genuinely cared about people and who was
infinitely passionate about the foodservice
and hospitality industry.
hoteliermagazine.com

Rosanna Caira (left), editor,
and Mitch (right) present Hotelier’s
Tops in Hospitality award to Kathleen Taylor,
president, Four Seasons Hotels & Resorts

His sudden passing this October leaves
a huge void in the two industries he
championed for almost 50 years. But,
perhaps more importantly, he leaves a
void in the lives of his son, Jim, and his
daughter, Lynn, and those who worked
with him at Kostuch Media Ltd. and
TrainCan Inc.
It’s hard to believe I met Mitch 34
years ago, next February. There was no
Hotelier back then, no digital magazines,
no Internet, no social media. It was a
much simpler time for both the publishing and the hospitality industries. As a
neophyte journalist, I hungered to get
into the publishing industry, but with
little practical experience it was hard to
gain a foothold. So I answered a newspaper ad for a receptionist at a publishing
company, not realizing its magazine served
the foodservice and hospitality industry.
Despite my university degree, I gladly
accepted a job as a receptionist, eager to
learn everything I could about publishing.
Back then, the office was situated one
floor below SB Capital, at 85 Bloor St. E.,
a company Mitch and his partner, George
Felles, began in 1973. Once a week,
Mitch would come down to meet with
management and get a regular business
update. I instantly recognized him from
his picture in F&H magazine; he held out
hoteliermagazine.com

Jan. 10, 1991 was an evening of
celebration as editor Rosanna Caira won
the Gold Award, presented by the
Ontario Hostelry Institute in the Media
Category. (l to r) Wendy Gilchrist, account
manager; Cari Montgomery, account
manager; Caira; Krista Foss, assistant editor;
Lorol Cullen, publisher; and Mitch, president

his arm to shake my hand, smiled that
trademark smile and welcomed me to
the company. I replied, “Thank you Mr.
Kostuch,” and he quickly corrected me,
“Call me Mitch.”
He never put on any airs. He was down
to earth, accessible, genuine and generous. Every Christmas, in those early days,
he and his wife, June — a wonderful and
warm woman, who could make anyone
feel at ease instantly — would open their
beautiful home to the Kostuch team. We
would have wonderful Christmas gatherings, with Champagne flowing alongside
June’s homemade traditional Christmas
dishes. Later, as the company grew, and
with the passing of June in 2003, Mitch
began to host those gatherings at the
Donalda Club, one of the city’s most
prestigious golf and country clubs, where
he was a founding member.
Travel was one of Mitch’s greatest
passions. There wasn’t a country Mitch
hadn’t been to nor was there a culinary
competition he hadn’t attended and
supported: IKA HOGA, precursor to the
Culinary Olympics; the Culinary Salons
of the National Restaurant Association (NRA); the Bocuse d’Or in Lyon,
France, or the various World Association
of Cooks Societies competitions; and,
of course, the countless competitions at

Also attending the Gold Awards were
Jim Kostuch, then account manager,
Hotelier magazine as well as June
and Mitch Kostuch

home in the country he loved. He was
a food aficionado. And nothing made
him happier than combining both of
these loves.
I remember travelling with him to
Frankfurt for the 1988 Culinary Olympics.
For seven days, we got up early and met
for breakfast, before I reported on the
event; then we ate our way through the
daily competitions, and, come evening,
we would dine at some of the city’s top
restaurants. As anyone who has travelled
with him knew, it was hard to keep up
with him. I’ll never forget when, after
a late dinner, he turned to me and said,
‘‘Let’s meet later tomorrow morning,’’ in
his authoritarian voice. I was so relieved
that I could finally sleep in later. Little
did I realize, late for him meant 8:15 a.m.
instead of 8 a.m. It’s a story that, to this
day, brings a smile to my face. It proved
how tireless he was in his support of the
industry, attending events, meeting with
chefs, lending his ear. He was so passionate about foodservice and hospitality, and
he inculcated that love in the KML and
TrainCan teams.
Of course, Mitch was also a brilliant
journalist. He began his career at the
Toronto Star where he was a cub reporter
working the City beat. But his first real
break came at Southam Business Press,
DECEMBER 2014 HOTELIER
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Mitch with Tony Pollard, president
of the Hotel Association of Canada,
on a trip to China. The Great Wall of
China is behind them

where he spent 17 years working his way
through various jobs, beginning in editorial
with Heavy Construction News, then moving
to sales where he eventually became a
“space cadet” (as he always liked to remind
us), then publisher, and eventually VP.
In 1970, he threw it all away to return to
school, where he became the first mature
student to graduate from a Canadian
university without an undergraduate degree.
Mitch was always charting new paths.
After graduating from York University
in 1972 with an MBA, he was hired as
a consultant at the CRA, now Restaurants Canada. He became very familiar
with the CRA magazine, the association’s
mouthpiece, and, to everyone’s surprise, he
eventually purchased it, beginning a new
chapter in his already illustrious career. He
liked to tell the story that after he bought
the magazine, Marketing magazine featured
an article claiming he had bought the
fourth-ranking magazine in a two-publication field. But he didn’t let that hold him
back. In fact, in 1994, after a heated battle
with Canadian Hotel & Restaurant — a
Maclean-Hunter publication that existed
for 75 years and was our top competitor in
publishing — Mitch surprised us all and
purchased the magazine, eventually folding
it into F&H magazine. Along the way, he
always quipped to his wife that she should
6
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When the SkyDome opened in Toronto
in 1989, F&H magazine was there, taking
advertisers and staff on a personalized
tour of the stadium

consider herself lucky that he bought a food
magazine and not a plumbing one.
As a true entrepreneur nothing made
Mitch happier than launching new
businesses and expanding our offerings. In
1989, Kostuch Publications was asked to bid
on producing Ontario InnKeeper, a regional
publication covering the Ontario hotel
industry. We lost the bid but, under then
publisher Lorol Cullen, we decided to start
our own hotel industry magazine, and so
Hotelier was born (this year it celebrates its
25th anniversary).
During those early days of his tenure
as owner of the magazines, Mitch created
many industry firsts: the “Hospitality 100”
(precursor to today’s “Top 100 Report”);
and “The Fact File,” a compendium of stats
compiled in association with the University
of Guelph and Prof. Michael Haywood
(now a member of the Hotelier Advisory
Board). Those were two of the projects
I initially worked on in my early days. I
recall driving with Mitch to the University
of Guelph so he could familiarize me with
the subject matter and introduce me to
Haywood, the author.
Mitch was ahead of his time. Years
before the fascination with cookbooks
took hold, he published The Canadian
Menu Manual, a book authored by chef
John Schmied and some of the country’s

Throughout his celebrated career,
Mitch was a big supporter of
Canada’s culinary teams. Here he poses
with the Canadian Culinary Team

leading chefs competing at the Culinary
Olympics. It was one of my first editing
projects as assistant editor.
From the beginning, Mitch realized
the power of partnerships. He worked
actively with the Canadian Foodservice Executives Association, precursor to today’s Canadian Association of
Foodservice Professionals. Together they
started the Top Management Night, an
event that continues to this day, every
February. He also published supplements
on leading Canadian companies such
as Canadian Pacific Hotels and Four
Seasons Hotels. And, along the way, he
became involved in Cuisine Canada,
now Taste Canada. More recently, he was
instrumental in partnering with Chicagobased Technomic and Lyon, France-based
CHD Expert, understanding that together
we are stronger.
He carried his love of news with him as
we launched the “What’s On! Report” in
1998, precursor to today’s “Newsblast.” It
became his baby, and he worked tirelessly
to source industry news and write as many
stories as possible.
And, when technology entered our
lives in a big way with the advent of the
Internet in 1995, Mitch was one of the first
Canadian publishers to lead the way by
creating foodserviceworld.com, nudging the
hoteliermagazine.com
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Mitch and his family pose in front
of the Donalda Club, where he was
a founding member. (clockwise, from left)
Mitch; Jim, son; Dave Woodfine,
son-in-law; Christine Kostuch,
daughter-in-law; Lynn, daughter;
June, wife; and Minnie Lulchak,
mother-in-law

rest of the team to jump on the bandwagon.
Where others would pontificate and speculate about the lasting impact of new
trends, Mitch would jump into the fray,
not concerned about failure but rather
excited about the new challenges
and opportunities.
I recall travelling to the International
Hotel & Motel Show in New York in 1996,
where along with my team of editors, we
reported live from the show floor on the
new products introduced at the event. It
was yet another industry first. Mitch recognized trends before many even realized
they were trends. And even when we, as
his team, would sometimes be reticent, he
would be there to push us and nudge us into
new areas, recognizing it would force us to
stretch our muscles in new directions.
Mitch was a people person. When it
came to employees, he let them learn
through mistakes. He believed that the
more you gave them to do, the faster
they would learn to do it and the better
they would be. He regularly popped in on
employees to chat with them, to water their
plants and to talk about the day’s headlines.
He valued the young; he was always excited
about having interns in the office — he
liked their energy, their optimism and their
potential. And, along the way, he was a
mentor to many, including me.
hoteliermagazine.com

In 1996, Kostuch Publications held
its Pinnacle Award luncheon on the
basketball court at the SkyDome

From the early days, he saw something
in me that he nurtured, and he gave me
endless opportunities to grow. I remember
at one of my first strategy meetings with
the company, a few months after starting
at F&H, how in awe of him I was, quickly
realizing he was a brilliant man I could
learn so much from. So I stuck around for
a long time, because he gave me endless
opportunities to grow and to evolve. He
was my biggest supporter, allowing me to do
whatever was important for the magazine
and the industry. Whenever we attended
events together, he would quip that I was
his boss.
When I celebrated my 25th anniversary with the company, he gifted me with
an incredible trip to Umberto Menghi’s
cooking school in Tuscany, Italy, and he did
it before an audience of 500 industry executives at the Pinnacle Awards. It remains
one of the highlights of my career. Last year,
he once again surprised me at the Pinnacle
Awards by presenting me with a Lifetime
Achievement Award, renaming the award
in my honour (see this year’s Pinnacle Award
Lifetime Achievement Award winner profile
on p. 32). He was always ready for a good
celebration — whether it was employees’
birthdays, milestone achievements or
commending the sales team as they hit or
exceeded budget targets.

Throughout their 46-year marriage,
June and Mitch were fortunate to travel
the world. Here they pose in Egypt

He was always at the centre of fun.
For many years at Halloween, we hosted
pumpkin-carving parties for staff, and not
only would he buy the pumpkins but he
would also judge the results and reward the
best efforts. A few years ago, after hearing
about a restaurant operator who had gifted
her employees with money to dine at
competing restaurants and then report
back on their findings, he decided to do the
same with our staff. It was a way to involve
them and keep them interested. And one
year, we even hosted a mock wedding
for our then publisher Lorol Cullen, who
had surprised us all by eloping. While
most owners might have begrudged such
frivolity, he welcomed it as a way to build
team spirit.
Mitch was a true humanitarian. He was
always giving of his time, ideas and money.
One of the charities that was especially
close to his heart was Friends of We Care.
He was instrumental in its growth over the
years, and he would educate people about
its importance, always urging staff
to visit the camps during “Camp Days”
in the summer.
One of the things I will miss most about
Mitch is the chats we had on an almost
daily basis — bouncing ideas for new
initiatives off of him or letting him know
what I was planning for the days ahead.
DECEMBER 2014 HOTELIER
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Friends of We Care was one of
Mitch’s favourite charities. Here Mitch
poses with members of the KML team,
(l to r) Jackie Sloat-Spencer, assistant
editor; Brianne Binelli, managing editor;
Jim Kostuch; and Maya Tchernina,
web communications specialist

THE INDUSTRY SPEAKS
Within hours of the passing of Mitch Kostuch,
president and group publisher of Toronto’s
Kostuch Media Ltd., there was an outpouring
of affection from many in the foodservice
and hospitality industry. Here’s a sampling:
“Mitch was a quiet leader: thoughtful and reflective, generous with
his time and his ideas.... He was a contributor and a mentor for many
and always a voice of reason. His legacy will be with us always.
Thank you, Mitch.”
— BARB SHOPLAND, CONSULTANT

“He will be truly missed. A great man. Kind. He always made time
for the young culinarians. He was a great supporter to me while
I struggled to find my path in my journey as a chef.” — STEFAN
CZAPALAY, CHEF

“Mitch was a leader, not just in the publishing world, but also in the
culinary and hospitality world. He is missed.”
— GURTH PRETTY, AUTHOR

“[Mitch’s] contribution to the hospitality business was enormous.
The industry has truly lost one of the ‘good guys.’” — JAY GOULD,
NEW YORK FRIES & SOUTH ST. BURGER

“He was a warm man who I just naturally respected.”
— JAMIE KENNEDY, CHEF

“Mitch was a true industry icon who touched so many people in a
positive way. He will be missed but fondly remembered.”
— JACQUES SEGUIN, GARLAND COMMERCIAL RANGES

“Mitch was a friend, a great supporter and a mentor through many
years, and we all will miss him and his quiet, sage advice.”
— CHARLES GRIECO, ONTARIO HOSTELRY INSTITUTE AND
CANADIAN HOSPITALITY FOUNDATION

8
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Last Christmas, the KML team gathered
at The Westin Prince to pose for a
Christmas shot. It was used for the
editorial page of the magazines

He was always excited by those new
ideas, so much that he could hardly
contain his enthusiasm.
Nothing made him happier than
new initiatives, because he was
an ideas man. When we moved to
our current address, at 23 Lesmill
Rd., he built a test kitchen on our
premises. It had always been one
of his dreams, and he thought it
would complement the magazine as
it would allow us to test recipes for
our monthly food column; he also
realized that industry suppliers and
chefs could use it, too.
In 1996, he saw the growing need
for increased food-safety training and vigilance in the kitchen
and signed a deal with the NRA
to distribute materials from its
ServSafe program in Canada. That
fuelled the eventual founding and
development of TrainCan Inc., in
2001, a food-safety training company he entrusted to his son, Jim.
During the past 13 years, TrainCan
has certified more than 160,000
foodservice employees.
Right to the end, Mitch continued to do the things that brought
him the most pleasure — attending
industry events. During his last days,

Mitch was always the proud and doting
“granddad.” Here he poses with his
three grandchildren, Kristen, Matthew
and Jessica (Jim and Christine’s children)

he attended the groundbreaking of
Centennial College’s new culinary
building with his son, Jim; he made
a donation to Taste Canada; and he
attended the opening of Little Fin
with me (the latest restaurant in
the Chase Hospitality Group, and
this year’s Pinnacle Award winner
in F&H’s Independent Restaurateur
of the Year category). Even though
I knew he wasn’t feeling particularly well, it didn’t surprise me that
Mitch showed up that afternoon.
He always wanted to be in the
know about the latest and greatest
happenings, and he continued to
ask probing questions right to the
very end, sharing in great food and
good conversation.
While he is no longer physically
with us, he is woven into the fabric of
our lives and the life of this industry.
His memory, his legacy and his indelible spirit will guide us to the next
chapter at this company. On behalf
of the entire KML and TrainCan
teams, and the industries he loved so
dearly, thank you Mitch, for all you
have done and all that you were. We
are richer for having known you. We
miss you profoundly, but your legacy
continues. Rest in peace.
hoteliermagazine.com

Checking In
LOOKING BACK

THE LATEST INDUSTRY NEWS FOR HOTEL EXECUTIVES FROM CANADA

AND AROUND THE WORLD

FULL-STEAM AHEAD
Mississauga, Ont.-based Choice Hotels
Canada, which has a strong presence in
secondary and tertiary markets across the
country, is continuing to push into major
markets with its Ascend Hotel Collection
brand. “We’re seeing pent up, unsatisfied
demand within our customer base for
accommodation in urban cores across the
country, and we’re eager to respond,” says

MIRROR IMAGE

Brian Leon, managing director, Franchise
Growth & Administration. There are eight
Ascend properties in Canada, but the

New lifestyle brands in a city near you are paying
homage to local culture BY HELEN CATELLIER

company has identified more than 100

R

tion of upscale, one-of-a kind properties.

oad-weary travellers often find comfort in familiar hotel brands, with
their loyalty rewards, standard amenities and consistent service. But
today’s tech-savvy guests, who include a growing contingent of travelhappy millennials, also want a seamless experience and a taste of a destination’s
authentic flavour. So, many hotel chains are responding to the needs of this
evolving customer base, enticing them with new urban lifestyle properties that
feed this guest’s idea of value.
Best Western’s new offering, Vib (short for Vibrant; above, left), is an urban
boutique hotel concept heavily focused on technology. “Vib has been designed
to meet the needs of guests who are looking for more of an ‘experience’ with
their hotel stay,” says Ron Pohl, SVP of Brand Management, based in Phoenix.
“They are looking for a stylish hotel that provides great connectivity, innovative technology as well as social space that can be used throughout the day.”
Vib checks these boxes with its mobile check-in, free Wi-Fi, ample USB ports,
gaming pods, on-demand televisions, Bluetooth connectivity and virtual
concierge. “[Consumers] are looking for this type of hotel experience and Vib
positions Best Western to stay relevant to this type of traveller,” Pohl adds.
In addition to tech-forward offerings, connection to the community is a key
characteristic of this growing urban lifestyle segment. McLean, Va.-based Hilton
Worldwide unveiled its Canopy by Hilton brand, which will mirror the destination through its design, music, art, food and beverage offerings. “I’m sure there
are other hotels that may have a bit of that local flair, ours will, too, but it’s
going to be fresh and different,” says Vito Curalli, executive director, Canada,
Latin America & International for Hilton Worldwide in Mississauga, Ont.
Value-added amenities include Wi-Fi, artisanal breakfast served at its café or a
“rise-and-dine” breakfast bag delivered to guestrooms, a local welcome gift and
daily tastings of local beer, wine or spirits.
Canopy couples the demand for authentic experiences with Hilton Worldwide’s global operations. “When you marry it with the Hilton system, you get
the best of both worlds,” says Curalli. “You get the authentic feel, and you also
get a global system.” Dual perks for today’s savvy guests.

hoteliermagazine.com

hotels that may complement the collec“Membership in the Ascend Hotel Collection gives a property access to benefits of
a major franchisee system, while allowing
them to maintain their independence and
hard-earned reputations,” Leon adds.

MONEY WISE
Best Western International’s new Vib
urban boutique hotel concept (above) is
cost-effective to build and operate, says
Ron Pohl, SVP of Brand Management,
based in Phoenix. Construction is estimated at US$60,000/key, excluding land, and
will deliver approximately US$56 to $70
in RevPAR. A compact footprint allows
developers to construct 112 rooms for
the cost of 80; the 192-sq.-ft. guestrooms
feature a king platform bed with storage
beneath and an attached desk.
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BETTER
TOGETHER
This past October, the Best
Western family of more
than 4,000 hotels in 100
countries, met in Toronto
for its annual convention,
marking the major achievements of the past year
while setting goals for the
year ahead.
Among the highlights of
this year’s conference was
the announcement that
Best Western is launching
a new boutique concept
called Vib. Short for Vibrant, the stylish and technology-centric hotel
concept is designed to appeal to the burgeoning millennial market; it’s the
latest entry in an increasingly crowded segment that continues to show
promise. “It’s evident the boutique or lifestyle hotel trend is not a fad and is,
in many ways, part of the future of the industry,” David Kong, president and
CEO (pictured) told the audience of Best Western owners. (Read more about
this brand on p. 9.)
The company also announced its first soft brand offering, the BW
Premier Collection (not to be confused with Best Western Premier hotels),
which will allow carefully selected quality independents in primary markets
access to Best Western’s $4.1-billion global reservations systems, its Best
Western Rewards loyalty program as well as the power of the company’s
mobile, eCommerce and technology resources — all without becoming a Best Western member. These properties are required to maintain a
TripAdvisor rating of four or higher and an AAA or CAA rating of three
diamonds or more. The hotel offers a commission fee structure based on
revenue generated to access the distribution channel. This is a global
program, not limited to North America.
Best Western has had a strong year, with 1,280 units in North America,
822 of which are Plus and 25 Premiers, with a new RevPAR index high of
119.2 for the brand. “In Canada, we are continuing our high performance.
It’s very heartening to see our RevPAR growth at 4.4 per cent, beating the
competition by 20 basis points,” said Kong. The chain’s descriptor hotels
are also faring well, with a new high in RevPAR index. Best Western
Premier posted “fabulous performance with RevPAR growth of $95.24,
outpacing the competitive set,” he added.
Later, Dorothy Dowling, VP, Marketing, stressed the importance of adapting to today’s highly connected consumer. “We have to deliver content to
where our customers are, as they are always connected and engaged.” The
company is continuing to develop owned and earned content on television
programs such as Project Runway. “We have taken a page out of Coca Cola’s
playbook,” Dowling notes, “bypassing traditional media to address one of
the biggest shifts in marketing today — content marketing ... inserting Best
Western into new online conversations in front of new audiences.”
In terms of future growth, Ron Pohl, SVP, Brand Management, noted
that there are 400 hotels in the global pipeline and 142 in North America,
50 per cent of which are new construction. — Rosanna Caira
hoteliermagazine.com

RALLY IN
THE WEST
From foreign workers to the influx of international
investments and more, the Western Canadian Hotel &
Resort Investment Conference, held at the Fairmont
Waterfront Hotel Vancouver in the fall, provided
plenty of fodder for discussion. Although there were
some issues beyond their control, delegates were
optimistic about the state of the industry, fuelled in
part by investments from Asia.
A contentious topic was the changes to Canada’s
Temporary Foreign Worker program that came into
effect June 1. According to moderator, Dave Kaiser,
president and CEO of the Edmonton-based Alberta Hotel & Lodging Association, a 2013 PricewaterhouseCoopers survey conducted in Alberta revealed
turnover was significantly lower for foreign workers.
However, under the new legislation, employers can only
apply for a one-year permit.
Meanwhile, on the foreign investment front, Tom
Andrews, SVP, Hotels for Colliers International in
Vancouver, noted that there is a wave of Chinese
customers buying into North America. Jim Szabo,
vice-chairman, CBRE, Vancouver, explained that
these investors are diversifying, often basing purchasing decisions on where their children go to school.
According to Colliers, these investors are looking for
high-profile or trophy property, but may also purchase
land outside the downtown core. They may buy in
Richmond, B.C., for instance, with no urgency to build,
“parking capital in dirt,” said Szabo.
hoteliermagazine.com

Overall, the outlook for growth in the West is
tempered. Vancouver-based Carrie Russell (pictured
above with Mark Sparrow, CBRE), managing director and
partner at HVS, noted that Manitoba is forecasting a
flat RevPAR of $74 for 2014 and 2015, with 667 new
rooms expected in Winnipeg this year. In Saskatchewan,
occupancy is ranging at around 68 per cent with RevPAR
at $102 (2014) and $101 (2015) for Saskatoon, and
$95 (2014 and 2015) for Regina. The jewel of the west,
Calgary, is expected to have 77-per-cent occupancy and
RevPAR of $119 (2014) and $117 (2015). Visit hoteliermagazine.com for more from this conference. — Beatrice Ang
DECEMBER 2014 HOTELIER
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CHOICE HOTELS
CANADA IS “ON
TARGET TO ACHIEVE”
“On Target to Achieve” was the theme of Choice
Hotels Canada fall conference held in Toronto. Tim Oldfield (pictured top; Brian Leon, below),
managing director, Franchise Performance, began
the main conference session with an overview of
the industry and company performance, speaking confidently of the uptick in GDP, increase
in leisure and business travel and the return of
U.S. visitors, which are predicted to bring higher
revenues in 2015.
The question is how do you keep guests happy?
Oldfield explored that issue as he shared recent
data from the Toronto-based Veritas “Canadian
Influencer Study,” which showed 39 per cent of
Canadians are actively seeking good value for
their dollar and 70 per cent prefer to spend their
money on experiences rather than material goods.
“This is good news for the hotel business,” continued Oldfield. “This value-conscious Canadian
is our money pit.” The company’s core objectives moving forward will be to maintain systemwide growth, build the portfolio
of Ascend-branded properties to
strengthen the company’s presence
in downtown urban cores and drive
new-build projects, as 33 per cent of
growth has come from new builds.
Meanwhile, a new five-year
partnership with Toronto’s Humber
College School of Hospitality, Recreation & Tourism was announced.
It will include internships and job
recruitment at Choice Hotels
Canada, student awards and integration of company case studies into the
curriculum. “By bringing industry into
our classrooms and by bringing our
students into industry, we will deliver high-calibre people that will lead
with you in the future,” said Susan
Somerville, dean, School of Hospitality, Recreation & Tourism at Humber.
“We know this partnership will raise
the bar for education for the hospitality industry.”
Later, a panel of industry leaders
speaking at the “Let’s Talk Development” session agreed that the hotel
industry is poised for a strong 2015.
Brian Stanford, national managing
12
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director at Toronto-based PKF, said the outlook for 2015
is among the best in recent years. “The good news is we
are to continue to see positive demand growth,” he said,
citing 2.7-per-cent growth last year, a rate that is expected
to continue in 2015. Stanford also said growth in supply is
expected to hit 1.5 per cent for an additional 6,000 rooms to
the Canadian market. “We can easily absorb 5,000 to 6,000
rooms a year without negative repercussions,” he added.
In terms of occupancy, the hotel industry is expected to
hit 65 per cent next year — the first time since 2000 that it’s
hit that threshold. “The bottom line will continue to grow
by five per cent,” noted Stanford. Fuelling these increases is
a 2.5-per-cent boost in GDP next year and the overall strong
Canadian economy, with travel indicators showing domestic
travel is expected to rise by 2.7 per cent next year while
American travel is expected to increase between 1.5 to 3.5
per cent.
Robin McCluskie, VP, Hotels at Toronto-based Colliers
International, echoed those sentiments stating 2013 had
the third-highest transaction volume on record. “It’s a more
balanced market,” she said. “It’s not as frenzied as in the
past.” To date, the transaction volume is $830 million.
The Mississauga, Ont.-based Choice Hotels Canada’s
2015 fall conference will be held in Montreal from Oct. 14
to 15. — Rosanna Caira and Helen Catellier

InBrief
Mississauga, Ont.-based InnVest Real Estate Investment
Trust and Toronto-based KingSett Capital have acquired
80-per-cent interest in The Fairmont Royal York hotel.
Current owner Ivanhoé Cambridge, based in Montreal,
will retain 20-per-cent interest. The joint venture will
amount to $186.5 million for the 1,363-room hotel...St.
John’s, N.L.-based Fortis Inc. is reviewing strategic options
for its hotel and commercial real-estate subsidiary, Fortis
Properties Corporation, which owns and operates 23 hotels
in Canada. Strategic options may include a sale of all or a
portion of the assets, a sale of shares of Fortis Properties or
an initial public offering...Winnipeg-based Temple Hotels
Inc. has announced plans to internalize management. Its
properties are currently managed by Montreal-based Atlific
Hotels. The transition may include the purchase of an
existing hotel management company, the development of
Temple’s own management platform or a combination of
both...Montreal-based Groupe Germain Hospitalité has
announced plans to build another property in Calgary for
$34 million...Calgary-based Bellstar Hotels & Resorts has
taken over management of the Grande Rockies Resort in

Starwood Hotels & Resorts
Worldwide, Inc., extends
its deepest condolences to
the Kostuch family and the
entire team at Kostuch Media.
Mitch Kostuch will be
remembered as a passionate
innovator and champion
for the hospitality and
food-service industries.

©2014 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Canmore, Alta. The 150-room property features suites
with full kitchens and gas fireplaces...The Calgary
Marriott Downtown Hotel is being renovated. Changes
are being made to its 384 guestrooms, lobby, restaurant
and lounge; 4,000 sq. ft. of meeting space is also being
added to the property...The 194-room Delta Waterloo in
Southwestern Ontario has opened. Amenities include
a fitness centre, pool, business centre and 6,500 sq. ft.
of meeting space...The DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel
& Conference Centre Regina has been recognized by
the Interior Designers Institute of B.C. for excellence in
interior design. The 235-room property recently underwent a renovation, transforming it to the first DoubleTree by Hilton in Canada.

People

THE NEW STANDARD
IN HOSPITALITY BEDDING
The world’s largest bedding manufacturer is
transforming hospitality bedding. Now you can
choose from the industry’s widest range of
brands to create the right guest experience. Get
better service from the provider who operates
more global facilities than any competitor. And
depend on exceptional durability at every price
point. It all adds up to greater choice,
farther reach and higher value.

Learn more about our exciting new line!
tempursealyhospitality.com

|

866.251.6471

The new president and CEO for the Canadian Tourism
Commission in Ottawa is David Goldstein. He was
previously the president and CEO of Ottawa’s Tourism
Industry Association of Canada...Michael Singer has
been appointed area GM of Toronto Properties for
Novotel North America...Erica La has been promoted
to the role of director of Finance at Toronto-based
Realstar Hospitality. She will continue to oversee
client relationships, forecasting and the implementation
of industry-leading practices...Christophe Le Chatton
is the new GM at Toronto’s Omni King Edward Hotel.
He previously held the same position at Langdon Hall
Country House Hotel and Spa in Cambridge, Ont...
Warren Janes is the new GM for Spirit Ridge Vineyard
Resort & Spa in Osoyoos, B.C. He was previously area
manager for Winnipeg-based Lakeview Inn & Suites in
northern B.C.

SupplySide
AJM Solutions Group Inc., based in Mississauga, Ont.,
has partnered with VingCard Elsafe, part of Swedenbased Assa Abloy Group, to provide security technology to the Canadian hospitality industry...Mississauga,
Ont.-based Marina Textiles Inc. has been ranked 184th
in the Wholesale and Distribution sector on the 2014
“Profit 500” list of Canada’s Fastest Growing Companies...The sales and marketing team at Mississauga,
Ont.-based Rational Canada received the award for
Outstanding Sales Professional at this year’s Connect
Food + Drink + Lodging show held in Vancouver...John
Ulrich is the new VP, Business Unit Key Accounts
North America for Rolling Meadows, Ill.-based
Rational USA.
hoteliermagazine.com

MARKING THE SEASON
It’s that wonderful time of year: carols are playing in the malls, the snow
is falling in the streets and neighbourhoods are filled with the twinkling
lights of the season. And, with that comes the Pinnacle Awards.
This year marks the 26th anniversary of Kostuch Media’s celebration
of excellence in foodservice and hospitality. It’s time to take pause
and recognize the companies that have gone above and beyond,
inspiring growth and innovation, while serving their communities.
The pages that follow feature profiles of this year’s five Hotelier winners.
Take a look, be inspired and revel in the success
of a thriving industry. — Brianne Binelli

26

PINNACLE AWARDS ISSUE
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REACH
FOR THE TOP
CHOICE HOTELS CANADA
GROWS, RENOVATES AND
INNOVATES TO MAKE 2014
A YEAR TO REMEMBER
BY REBECCA HARRIS
PHOTOGRAPH BY MARGARET MULLIGAN

A STEP ABOVE
Choice Hotels Canada’s
Tim Oldfield, managing director,
Franchise Performance, (right)
and Brian Leon (far right),
managing director, Franchise
Growth and Administration
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COMPANY OF THE YEAR

F

or Choice Hotels Canada, 2014
can be summed up with one term:
record-breaking.
This year, the Mississauga,
Ont.-based company delivered
more reservations to its franchisees than ever
before, up more than 13 per cent from 2013,
thanks to investments in sales and reservations
technology. Direct distribution bookings via
choicehotels.ca are up 14 per cent this year, and
mobile bookings jumped more than 225 per cent
in the first half of 2014.
On the development front, Choice Hotels
Canada had seven (and counting) new-build
hotel developments in 2014, the highest number
of new-build hotel deals in a single year in the
company’s history. And an ongoing $65-million
renovation program at 85 Comfort properties,
which is adding new breakfast rooms, decor
updates and new public spaces, has resulted in

hoteliermagazine.com
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higher guest satisfaction and increased
revenue.
Choice Hotels Canada, which has
314 properties under eight banners,
including Comfort, Quality, Sleep Inn,
Econo Lodge, Rodeway Inn and Clarion, posted $509 million in gross room
sales in 2013, a 4.5-per-cent increase
over 2012. The company experienced
2.5-per-cent RevPAR growth from
July 2013 to July 2014; occupancy was
up 1.3 per cent in the same period;
and the average daily rate (ADR), at
$99.10, increased 1.1 per cent.
While a healthy economy and
return to business travel is contributing to the great results, an amplified
focus on franchisees is underlying the
company’s success. “At the heart of our
plans is [putting the] franchisee first,”
says Tim Oldfield, managing director, Franchise Performance at Choice
Hotels Canada. “We think about our
business in terms of the franchisees
and their ability to easily be better at
what they do.”
And that’s not just hollow talk from
head office. “They listen to what the
franchisees want and then act upon
it,” says Shona Karas, who, along with
her husband, Nick, owns Comfort Inn
& Suites in Airdrie, Alta., Choice
Hotel Canada’s top-performing
Comfort Inn property in the country.
“They’re extremely professional, very
supportive and very receptive.”
As an example, Karas points to
the company’s franchise performance
consultants who act as personal
advisors in areas such as revenue
enhancement, inventory and rate
management, and sales and marketing
initiatives. “They come to our properties and do regional conference calls
with all the franchisees,” says Karas.
“[They address] how we can work
together to become better, how we can
overcome challenges and best practices. I always find that I come away with
something I can really use, so it’s not
just talk.”
With an eye on continual improvement, in 2013 Choice Hotels Canada
expanded the size of its field consultants team and reduced the number
of hotels each consultant serves. “The
premise was that they could spend
18
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more time with the franchisees who
wanted access to those services,”
says Oldfield.
The consultants work with the
franchisees on annual property consultations, mapping out business goals for
the upcoming year. They then create
an action plan and help the franchisees execute it. “There are regular
check-ins, so this is not a ‘set it and
forget it’ type approach,” says Oldfield.
“Franchisees [can] run their business as
independently as they want … but we
find our top-performing franchisees use
the system to its full advantage.”
This year also saw the launch
of a weekly webinar program after
franchisee surveys found more training was desired. The 20- to 30-minute
webinars feature rotating topics in
areas such as HR, operations and
housekeeping and can be repeated so
staff on different shifts can take part.
“What our franchisees love about it is
that we’ve responded to their needs,”
says Oldfield. “They need relevant
education, they need it delivered
in a format that’s easy to consume,
and they need it on a repetitive basis
because of the rotation in staff…. It’s
been a runaway success.”
On the development front,
the record-breaking year — seven
new-build deals and another two
expected by year’s end — is part
of a strategic plan rolled out in 2008,
which focuses on new-build growth.
Since the strategy launched,
Choice Hotels Canada has had
36 new-build hotels either open or
under development.
“Historically, Choice was never
really known for new-build development; it was the company that did a
lot of conversion growth,” says Brian
Leon, managing director, Franchise
Growth and Administration at Choice
Hotels Canada. “While we continue
to do a lot of conversion growth,
part of our strategy in 2008 was that
we wanted to ramp up new-build
growth and be taken more seriously as
new-build players, and we’ve had some
great success.”
Another part of the plan was the
“improve-or-remove” strategy to
increase the strength and quality of

its portfolio with the addition of top
properties and the removal of the
hotels at the bottom of the pack.
“We identified properties that weren’t
representing the brand or adequately
delivering on the promises we make
to our guests,” says Leon. “We make
every effort to try to work with those
hotels so that we can move forward
with them, but, in some cases, you just
can’t.” The company has terminated
25 hotels since the plan was set
in motion.
On the flip side, Choice Hotels
Canada has brought aboard more than
90 new hotels since the strategic plan
rolled out in 2008. “But the big thing
for us is not the number of hotels,
it’s the quality of the properties that
we’re bringing aboard, and that’s really
making a huge difference in driving to
the overall strength of our brand,” says
Leon. “Anybody can grow fast, but, for
us, it’s about how do we grow strategically and in a way that adds positively
to the system.”
The results speak volumes: of
Choice Hotels Canada’s top 25 hotels
in the country, from a guest satisfaction standpoint, 15 are hotels that
came on board during the last six
years. “We’re driving brand strength by
bringing on new hotels that are raising
the bar on our system,” says Leon.
Choice opened six Canadian hotels
this year as of September: Clarion in
Medicine Hat, Alta.; Comfort Inn &
Suites in Gananoque, Ont.; Quality
properties in Hawkesbury, Niagara
Falls and Hamilton, Ont.; and an
upscale hotel that joined Choice’s
membership program, Ascend Hotel
Collection, in Gatineau, Que. Six
more are expected to open by year’s
end. As was the case in the past few
years, more than a third of new hotel
growth this year has been achieved
with existing Choice franchisees.
There’s no question Choice Hotels
continues to build on its long history
of innovation and iconic brands.
The company got its start in 1939 as
Quality Courts — a cooperative of
seven southeastern U.S. motels —
and was later incorporated as Quality
Inns International. In 1981, the
company invented market segmenhoteliermagazine.com

tation, dividing its lodging system
into three distinctive chains: Quality
Royale, a luxury brand; Quality Inn
for the moderately priced market;
and Comfort Inn, a budget franchise.
The company was renamed Choice
Hotels International in 1990. While
the first Quality Inn came to Canada
in 1955, the Canadian division wasn’t
established until 1993 when a joint
venture was formed between Choice
Hotels International and Belleville,
Ont.-based Journey’s End, a franchising and management services company
that later became Unihost and was
subsequently bought by the global
Westmont Hospitality Group.
“We built some brilliant hotel
brands, and we’re able to promise
our guests a consistent experience
that speaks to choice and value,”
says Oldfield. “That has been a large
contributor to our success, the
fact that Canadians can rely on
Choice for that value experience, and
that’s why we have guests repeatedly
coming back.”
The company, through the Choice

Hotels Canada Foundation, also
endears itself to guests and staff with
charitable initiatives that support
programs focused on global issues of
shelter, education and children. These
include The Girls Education Support
Program (Afghanistan), The Alalay
Shelter for Children (Bolivia), Early
Childhood Development Support
Program (Bangladesh), House of Hope
Orphanage (Haiti) and the Sleeping
Children Around the World bedkit
program, consisting of items such as
a mat or mattress, pillow, blanket,
mosquito net (if required) and towel.
Choice Hotels Canada is on track to
raise $100,000 by the end of 2014.
Even on the charitable front, Choice
Hotels Canada asked for franchisees’
input when it began developing its
platform more than three years ago.
“If we were going to do something,
we didn’t want it to be a top-down
initiative, we wanted it to be from
our franchise community,” says Leon.
Franchisees provided feedback on the
issues that were most important to
them, and a flexible platform was set

up to allow them to choose between
different causes under one umbrella of
the three key areas.
This year, the company launched a
fundraising contest among all franchisees. The two hotels that raised the
most money sent a representative on
a week-long bed-kit distribution trip
to Honduras in October, paid for by
Choice Hotels Canada.
“[Our philanthropic initiative]
dates back to our strategy — when we
were talking about what it means to
be a leader,” says Leon. “One of the
things that came out of our discussion
was that when you look at leading
franchise systems such as Tim Hortons
and McDonald’s, one of the common
denominators is a strong philanthropic
platform that is ingrained into their
franchise systems. It’s something
customers, franchisees and staff all get
involved in.” Choice Hotels Canada
felt that was missing at the company
and was necessary to make it a true
leader in the hospitality industry. On
all fronts, it’s clear Choice has reached
the top. u
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PROSPERITY
IN THE PRAIRIES

BY IAN HARRISON
PHOTOGRAPH BY DAVE STOBBE

SASKATOON’S AIRLINE HOTELS’ YEAR OF
GROWTH AND REVITALIZATION IS UNDERLINED
BY A SERVING OF HUMBLE PIE
20
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REGIONAL COMPANY OF THE YEAR

P

rairie town business owner woos
big city executives with homecooked meal. It almost sounds
like a cliché from a television
melodrama. To hear Betty Anne
Latrace-Henderson tell it, however, what
might be construed as schmaltz comes off as
a sincere gesture. And one with a Hollywood
ending to boot.
Hospitality is Latrace-Henderson’s birthright. The president of Saskatoon’s Airline
Hotels presides over a legacy started by
her father, Harold Latrace, more than four
decades ago. Airline Hotels began humbly
as Deer Lodge Motel Ltd. in 1972 with the
acquisition of the Deer Lodge Motel, later
re-branded as the Travelodge Saskatoon.
Latrace-Henderson’s father is a local
legend in Saskatoon, with a street and arena
bearing his name. He bet on the north end
of the city when it was unfashionable to do
so, investing in real estate, establishing the
North Saskatoon Business Association and
putting together the building blocks for what
is now a company with nine hotels and 850
employees. A few years after the death of
Airline’s pater familias in 2000, it was time
to take the company down a new path and
grow it beyond the Travelodge Saskatoon
and Travelodge Regina (jointly acquired
in 1986).
So, Latrace-Henderson courted McLean,
Va.-based Hilton Hotels, and she did it the
only way she knew how. “We approached
them and rolled out the red carpet. They
sent their agents to Saskatoon, and they
saw potential for the province as a whole.
But the signing part of the deal goes back
to Prairie roots. They were invited to have
dinner with me and my husband — Brian
Henderson, Airline Hotels’ chair of the
Board — in our home. Our chef made a
hoteliermagazine.com

DRIVING
INNOVATION
Airline Hotels is led by
Dan Folk, co-COO (left);
Betty Anne LatraceHenderson, president; and
Jaret Waddell, co-COO
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wonderful meal. The next day
we signed.”
That deal, to re-brand the Quality
Hotel Saskatoon in 2003 to a Hilton
Garden Inn and enter into a franchisee agreement with Hilton Worldwide, has served as an origin story,
of sorts, for a growing company. It
neatly encapsulates the evolution
from homespun Saskatoon family
firm, vulnerable to the ebb and flow
of the province’s agri-economy, to
a more diversified company with
sturdier footing from Edmonton to
Kingston, Ont.
Latrace-Henderson was raised to
champion Saskatoon’s prospects and
the “R.I.T.E.” values created by her
father, which now serve as a philosophy for Airline Hotels: respect, integrity, teamwork and entrepreneurship.
Co-COO Jaret Waddell attributes
much of the company’s current
success to those principles and a key
decision to shuffle the company’s
Board of Directors more than a decade
ago. “The whole process of realigning the Board to a third-party body
was visionary on Betty Anne’s part.
She undertook the process to ensure
corporate governance came from an
outside perspective. That was huge.”
When asked to illustrate how
Airline Hotels has grown over
the past year, company executives
immediately cite milestones such
as the purchase of the Ambassador
Hotel & Conference Centre in
Kingston, Ont., this past March.
Approximately 140 new employees
were welcomed into the fold after
the acquisition. The company also
added more management positions
outside of Saskatoon. A director of
Human Resources now works out of
Edmonton, for example. And, after
a fire destroyed the restaurant at the
Valhalla Inn Thunder Bay in Ontario
in 2013, a new concept, named
Runway 25 Steak Lounge, debuted
in July.
Latrace-Henderson reflects on her
company’s recent growth. “It’s been
a lot of hard work. Our employees
stood by us in rough times. Often we
didn’t know where we were going and
flew by the seat of our pants.”
22
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Airline Hotels’ executives seem to
know exactly where the company is
going, and growing, now. Revenues
are projected to vault to $68.4 million
in 2013/14 from $63.4 million in the
2012/13 fiscal year. RevPAR figures
also compel; they range from $92.38
at the Country Inn & Suites Winnipeg to $130.65 at the Valhalla Inn
Thunder Bay. Overall the RevPAR
average is $117.22.
That revenue is well spent. The
company execs assert that they spend
more than the industry average on
improvements and renovations. A
tenth of total revenues has been
earmarked during the last four years
to upgrade assets. Highlights from
2014 include guestroom updates
inside one of the two towers at the
Travelodge Edmonton West. The
property’s pool, common areas,
parking lot and exterior were also
upgraded. Starbucks coffee lounges
have been added to the Valhalla Inn
Thunder Bay and Hilton Garden
Inn Downtown Saskatoon. The
pool at the Travelodge Saskatoon
was recently refurbished, as were the
guestrooms at the Country Inn &
Suites Winnipeg. And, an overhaul
of guestrooms at the Country Inn
& Suites Saskatoon and Regina
is nearing completion. Lastly, the
company’s Four Points Edmonton
South received a business lounge and
restaurant revamp in October.
Despite continued success, LatraceHenderson cautions: “One of the
worst things you can have is strong
growth. That’s when you become
complacent. The best thing is to
worry about your strengths.”
When asked about Airline Hotels’
next phase, co-COO Dan Folk takes
a pragmatic approach. “We’ve gone
from four hotels to nine over the last
three years. That represents a lot of
work. Our hotels are performing well,
but we can do better. That’s the focus.
We’re looking to expand but not at
the sake of current business.”
At this, the president chimes in.
“The perpetuity of this company will
be assured [not as a result of new
growth but] when we can say that our
people are happy and well-rounded

personally and professionally,” she
says. With this noble end in mind,
the company recently formed a
partnership with The Pacific Institute
(TPI), a global consultancy based in
Seattle, to provide tools for employees to develop their skills. TPI has
provided training to more than 450
Airline Hotels employees — a select
group of which is trained to deliver
TPI courses internally.
The company also holds annual
two-day leadership rallies that bring
together more than 70 department
heads and corporate directors. The
powwows are designed to demonstrate desired organizational behaviours, grow relationships, build trust,
create dialogue and develop skills,
specifically around goal-setting and
project management.
A well-rounded company
that ranks among Canada’s Best
Managed (2011, 2012, 2013) and
sits at number 30 on Hotelier’s “Top
50 Report” likely looks beyond its
walls. Indeed, each year, more than
250 charities benefit from Airline
Hotels’ financial and volunteer
contributions. The United Way is
the company-wide charity of choice,
and employees can contribute to
the Payroll Deduction Campaign.
Fundraisers are held throughout the
year in support of United Way and
many other organizations. Moreover,
Airline Hotels has community leaders
chosen from its ranks at each hotel it
owns and operates. These individuals form a company-wide “Community Committee,” which sets annual
fundraising goals. This past year
the bar was set at $80,000, and, by
September, the company’s employees
had surpassed that goal. Volunteerism
outside of work hours is also encouraged. As such, employees receive
paid volunteer days to take part in
initiatives such as United Way’s Day
of Caring.
“Growth is not always in the form
of acquisitions,” counsels LatraceHenderson. “One of the things
we’re realizing is that, while we have
tremendous growth potential, our
concentration must be internal, on
our people as well.” u
hoteliermagazine.com
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ONE OF
A KIND

FOR ZITA COBB,
SUCCESS IS A
BYPRODUCT
OF PASSION
FUELLED BY
PRINCIPLES
BY ROSANNA CAIRA
PHOTOGRAPH BY ALEX STEAD
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ita Cobb is not your typical hotelier. But,
then, nothing about the Fogo Island Inn —
the hotel Cobb built in the remote reaches
of Newfoundland — is typical. Perched on
“stilts,” akin to the vernacular fishing shacks
of the island, the 29-room inn has garnered rave reviews
since opening in 2013; it’s been listed among Travel &
Leisure’s “Hottest Hotels on Earth,” Architectural Digest’s “Ten
New Daring Buildings Around the World” and Forbes’ “The
Hotel Detective’s Best Hotel Rooms of 2013, Part Two.”
Indeed, in only a few years, the charming, affable innkeeper
has put Fogo Island and her innovative inn on the map.
Cobb never dreamed of being a hotelier — in fact, it was
the farthest thing from her mind. Born to a poor family on
Fogo Island, on the northeast corner of Newfoundland, she
left the province to attend Carleton University in Ottawa,
majoring in finance. “I wanted to understand the business
systems behind what happened in the collapse of the
cod-fishing industry,” she explains. After graduation, fuelled
by ambition, she moved west where she held various jobs,
eventually becoming CFO for Calgary-based fibre-optics
giant JDS Uniphase. In 2001, at 43, she retired from the
behemoth with stock options purported to be worth close to
$70 million.
Cobb then travelled the world, sailing on a 47-foot yacht,
and “making sense of what I wanted to do.” Four years later,
the allure of home pulled her back to Fogo Island, where
eight generations of her family have lived. The collapse of
the cod-fishing industry in 1992 affected Newfoundland
dramatically, she says, explaining that, as a member of the

A BEACON Zita Cobb’s (left) Fogo Island Inn is a social
entrepreneurship success story in the remote reaches of Newfoundland
hoteliermagazine.com
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bridge generation, who remembered
the way the province was before the
demise of fishing, she felt “a sense
of duty.” She realized her success
could help effect change on Fogo
Island, with its tiny community of
2,706 inhabitants, which had been
impacted by the destruction of cod
fishing and isolation through its harsh
weather and geography.
After much deliberation, Cobb
decided to open an inn. “Newfoundlanders and Fogo Islanders have a
genetic and cultural disposition to great
hospitality,” she says. “This industry has
a great opportunity to fortify culture.”
She didn’t want to build an
ordinary hotel. Instead, she chose to
pay homage to her roots by ensuring the success and survival of the
tiny province and she did it by using
architecture, design, craft, food and
art to make a statement. From a
business perspective, she thought
the best way to succeed was to set
up a model of social entrepreneurship, a groundbreaking business
model predicated on “using businessminded ways to create social good.”
In essence, the inn is owned by the
community through a trust whose
beneficiary is the Shorefast Foundation, of which Cobb is the president.
All hotel business decisions are made
by the community, for the benefit of
the community.
Like its founder, the hotel is one of
a kind. “What sets us apart is authenticity,” she says. That starts with
friendly down-home service, served
up by 85 to 90 staff, who, she says
are paid more than minimum wage.
“Fogo Islanders believe in hospitality — human-to-human interaction
that is not robotic.” Above all, Cobb
wants to ensure guests feel as though
they are walking into a traditional
Newfoundland home.
The $40-million hotel was designed
and created by Norway-based architect Todd Saunders, who happens to
be a native Newfoundlander. “The
inn took eight years to complete. The
procurement was very hard,” explains
Cobb. “We didn’t want to copy what
was out there. You can’t build an inn
on Fogo Island and then buy furniture
26
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from Italy,” quips Cobb. So instead,
she invited 20 designers from around
the world and gave them access to
island history and local craftspeople,
in the process creating a cottage
industry. “Seventy-five per cent of the
furniture is built on Fogo Island, and
what we can’t purchase from Fogo
Island, we buy from Newfoundland;
what we can’t buy from Newfoundland, we buy from Canada; what we
can’t buy from Canada, we buy from
the U.S. or our traditional trading
partners — Spain, Portugal and
Italy,” says Cobb, who adds that she
refuses to buy from jurisdictions that
don’t promote sound human rights
principles. This fall, Fogo Island
forged a new partnership with Klaus
by Nienkamper, Canada’s longestrunning design showroom, to distribute the hotel’s line of handmade
furniture and accessories internationally. The collection is available instore and online.
“Everything at the Inn has potential for economic well-being for us,”
she says. “If all of these people didn’t
work together, you’re dead. The only
way we are going to attack the plague
of unemployment is to create ‘an
economy of craft, care and culture,’”
she adds, referencing her favourite
economist, Tim Jackson. The hotel
is described on its website as “a
nest with fine linens, creative local
cuisine, wood-burning fireplaces, a
wood-fired sauna.” It even houses
a cinema, run in tandem with the
National Film Board of Canada,
which showcases Hollywood films
as well as The Fogo Island Process
films, made in the 1960s by Colin
Low and Memorial University,
educating guests about the thorny
issue of resettlement.
The hotel’s 55-seat restaurant draws
on its storied history by promoting
a menu highlighting local fish and
seafood, especially cod, as well as
caribou, potatoes and partridgeberries.
“The North Atlantic is our pantry,”
says Cobb. Chef Murray McDonald,
who Cobb refers to as “a poor kid
from Newfoundland,” has quickly
established a benchmark for success,
winning a slew of accolades, includ-

ing a nod from EnRoute magazine
for one of the country’s best restaurants in 2013. His inventive but
down-home cuisine has included
dishes such as A Caribou and What It
Eats, made with caribou, caribou moss,
partridgeberry, mushroom and sorrel.
Like most Newfoundlanders,
McDonald and Cobb are passionate
about sustainability. “Please think
about how the fish was caught; where
the fish comes from. It’s all about
transparency,” she says. “You can
explain the world in the metaphor
of a cauliflower,” she states, explaining “Fogo Island is a small floret on
a cauliflower that is called Earth. It’s
held together by the stem (technology, business), but the stem has
become so self serving that we’ve
been starving the little florets.”
The hotel has instantly garnered
critical success, fuelling a flotilla of
favourable press around the world.
Already, after only a year in operation, it’s hitting occupancy north
of 50 per cent with rates ranging
from $875 to $2,475 per night.
“Our summer was way busier than
we thought we’d be; we hit 100
per cent for more days than we
wanted,” jokes Cobb. She knows it
will take time to build the business,
but she’s thrilled it’s quickly becoming a focal point in the community,
drawing the bulk of its visitors from
Toronto, New York and Montreal as
well as California, and from as far
away as Germany and Switzerland.
While geography, climate
and culture have always shaped
the indomitable character of
Newfoundlanders, Cobb has taken
all those elements and melded them
into a new touchpoint for success.
“Nature and culture are the two
most important elements of human
life,” stresses Cobb. Not surprisingly, the wily and determined
businesswoman-turned-innkeeper
has drawn on the past — even with
all its challenges — to shape a new
future. “We remain true to our
ancestors, and we seek inspiration
from our roots. We believe innovating the future can come from
preserving our history.” u
hoteliermagazine.com
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BRAND POWER
Richard Burjaw serves
as VP of Foodservice and
Marketing at Starbucks
Canada Foodservice
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LOOKING BACK

SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR

BUILDING
BRAND
SYNERGIES

STARBUCKS CANADA FOODSERVICE
WORKS TO CREATE A CORPORATE CULTURE
OF RESPONSIBLE GROWTH THAT EXTENDS
TO ITS HOTEL PARTNERS
BY DENISE DEVEAU
PHOTOGRAPH BY MARGARET MULLIGAN

T

he team at Starbucks Canada Foodservice in Toronto
prides itself on applying the same dedication to quality,
efficiency and social responsibility as it does to its thriving retail channel.
Since its establishment in Canada 15 years ago, the
foodservice business has a steady track record of double-digit, year-overyear growth. “The goal in establishing the business was to expand the
Starbucks (retail) experience to customers who simply couldn’t get there
every morning,” says Richard Burjaw, VP of Foodservice and Marketing,
Starbucks Canada Foodservice. Its sales are reflected in Starbucks Coffee
Canada Inc. figures, which show growth from $978.0 million in 2012 to
more than $1.0 billion in 2013.
Momentum has been building in the brand’s foodservice business,
with the company servicing more than 500 hotels in Canada, the majority of which are four-star properties. These Starbucks’ lodging solutions
take guests from check-in to check-out, with restaurant outlets, in-room
amenities, banquet supplies, lobby cafés and licensed stores. Branded
offerings include Starbucks Coffee, Seattle’s Best Coffee, Torrefazione
Italia Coffee, Tazo Tea and Fontana syrups. Foodservice business development managers work with staff at each property to determine the
appropriate brand fit and product lineup.
Starbucks offers two lobby programs: We Proudly Serve Starbucks
and Starbucks Licensed Stores. The first is for hotels that need coffee as
part of an overall offering, while Starbucks’ licensed stores are owned
and operated by an approved licensee (typically the hotel). The stores
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operate like Starbucks retail outlets
in terms of product offerings, marketing and training support, but they
are not Starbucks corporate-owned
stores. Depending on hotel volumes,
Starbucks staff can also assist operators in establishing a smaller kiosk
concept as an alternative solution.
There’s a lot to bring to the table,
and having had extensive experience
working with joint-venture partners
that brought Starbucks to convenience and grocery stores, Burjaw
says hotels have become integral
to building foodservice business in
Canada. “Our lodging relationships
have been an important part of that
success,” Burjaw says. “Enabling our
role in foodservice has been critical in offering consumers that first
chance to enjoy a cup of coffee in
the morning.”
While growth is ongoing, what’s
more important is Starbucks’
focus on partnering with operators
who are aligned with the coffee
company’s vision and values. “We
expect customers to pursue the
same high quality standards we
do. We consider ourselves lucky to
have established the partners we
have,” Burjaw says. Much of the
approach to those relationships is
rooted in the idea that Starbucks
is a partner- and people-centric
company. “That’s the single biggest
differentiator for us,” adds the VP of
Foodservice and Marketing.
The fact that Starbucks manages
coffee distribution through its 1,400
store locations across Canada adds a
competitive advantage. “We not only
work with operators, we are operators. Most vendors in this channel
are not operating their own stores,
but we’ve done it and know a lot
about how systems work,” he adds.
He is quick to point out that sales
team members on the foodservice
side have all been store managers at
some point in their careers. “Everyone on the team is excited to work
with [our] lodging partners,” he says.
So, when a salesperson visits a
property, they bring unique functional expertise. Many have earned a
Starbucks coffee masters certification
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after completing a special training
program for baristas, a distinction
that Burjaw believes brings another
level of engagement to its operators,
their staff and the guests they serve.
Field partners are out every day
performing quality checks with the
same rigour as if they were providing store service, explains Lindsay
Grainger, national accounts manager
for Starbucks Canada. Part of that
is on-site training and tutorials for
new and experienced staff members
as well as coaching on inventory
management. “We provide all the
tools that are part and parcel of what
we do in our stores,” she says.
That dedication to the customer
experience is something Paul
Gardian, executive director, Brand
Operations and environmental
officer for Delta Hotels and Resorts
in Toronto, has learned to appreciate since the chain started working
with Starbucks in 2012. Delta’s 42
properties were working with different suppliers across the country
based on a recommended list. “We
wanted to align ourselves with a
brand or label to deliver on our guest
promise regardless of where they were
staying,” Gardian says.
While the hotel company explored
the idea of a private labelling program, its team decided to feature a
trusted brand with the infrastructure
to support it. The prominence of the
Starbucks name, along with the range
of product choices, represents signifcant value for Delta’s food outlets and
banquet operations. “We’re doing a
lot to position ourselves as a four-star,
full-service brand,” Gardian says.
“The decision was made in the early
stages of that to align ourselves with
brands that have a similar philosophy. Customers appreciate it when
strong partners come together.”
Starbucks employees worked
closely with Delta staff throughout
the roll-out. So, it didn’t take long for
Gardian to realize synergies were in
place. “We realized early in the game
we were both anal about crossing our
T’s and dotting the I’s. They are just
as precise about how their brand is
represented as we are,” he says.

In general, cultural alignment
has always been an extremely
important criterion when it comes
to choosing Delta suppliers. “That
alignment became clear when
we saw that Starbucks matched
our values in terms of community
support and sustainable business
practices. Everything being done
within their business practices
are things we would be proud of
doing,” Gardian says.
An integral part of Starbucks
Canada’s cultural DNA has been
supporting communities across
the county. A key national effort
is the National Work Placement
Program, a project dedicated to
giving opportunities to at-risk
vulnerable youth to build life and
career skills through support and
employment. Partner organizations include the Pacific Community Resources Society (PCRS) in
Vancouver, Yonge Street Mission
in Toronto and Wood’s Homes in
Calgary. Starbucks has committed
$843,000 in the next three years to
the project, which is expected to
expand into Montreal.
Starbucks also works at the
community level, organizing food
drives and cancer runs. It hosts
a series of events during April,
which has been designated a Global
Month of Service within the
company. A goal has been set for
Starbucks employees around the
world to provide one-million hours
of service by 2015.
On the supply side, Starbucks
has a long-established, high
profile ethical-sourcing policy that
promotes fair treatment for coffee
growers. This year the company
confirmed 95 per cent of its coffee
is certified or verified as ethically
sourced, and it’s committed to
raising that number to 100 per cent
in 2015.
Since cultural alignment is such an
integral part of Starbucks’ business
relationships, partnering with the
coffee company may not be the best
fit for everybody. “But when it’s the
right relationship, we add value,”
says Burjaw. u
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CHARTING CHANGE
Isadore Sharp, founder and
chairman of Four Seasons
Hotels and Resorts
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A WORK
OF HEART

FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS,
ISADORE SHARP HAS BUILT
HOTELS IN ALL CORNERS
OF THE WORLD, CREATING
ONE OF THE GREAT
LEGACY BRANDS
BY ROSANNA CAIRA
PHOTOGRAPH BY MARGARET MULLIGAN

I

t’s hard to imagine a world without a
Four Seasons hotel in it, but thanks
to Isadore Sharp, that’s not even a
remote possibility. The 83-year-old
founder and chairman of the perennial leader in the luxury hotel segment
will undoubtedly go into the annals of
the industry as one of its most important
hoteliers. Perhaps no other has been as
instrumental in changing the face of
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hotels in Canada, and around the
world, while building a brand that is
meant to stand the test of time.
Born in Toronto in 1931 to Polish
immigrants, Sharp founded Four
Seasons Hotels and Resorts in 1960.
It started with the opening of a motor
hotel in 1961 on Toronto’s Jarvis
Street―— a less than desirable area at
the time —―then slowly more units
were added in Canada, before the leap
to the global stage. In between, Sharp
has earned the respect of many by
offering a quality product, consistent
service and a culture where employees
are as valued as the guests themselves.
In between, he’s never lost sight of
giving back to the community, becoming one of this country’s most generous
philanthropists.
With close to 100 units in 38
countries, and a robust pipeline,
including new units in Dubai, Johannesburg and Moscow, Four Seasons is a
made-in-Canada success story. Though
its beginnings were humble, today
the hotel company has expanded into
all the major markets of the world,
including the Middle East, India and
China. “Twenty-three hotels are under
construction worldwide,” explains
Sharp, “and we have business agreements, letters of intent or management contracts signed for another 50.
So the company will reach 100 units
shortly and 150 within eight to 10
years,” states the modest and charming Sharp. Yet ironically in Canada
today, only three Four Seasons dot the
landscape where once there were units
in Montreal, Ottawa, Edmonton,
Calgary and even northern Ontario.
With every new hotel opening, the
company’s brand equity grows stronger.
The Four Seasons moniker is synonymous with quality, class and above
all impeccable service, a mantra that
clearly emanates from the top down.
“Leadership must be earned,” says
Sharp. “To truly be effective you must
earn the trust and respect of the people
you are empowered to lead by your
influence. Through trust you then can
get people to rise to their best, because
you believe in them. And because you
believe in them and trust them, they
do not want to let you down. They go
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beyond what they thought they could
do themselves.”
Anyone who has worked with
Sharp can attest to that philosophy.
“Issy is a natural leader who inspires
all those around him with his positive
energy, drive and attention to detail,”
says Klaus Tenter, a former GM and
VP, Eastern Region at Four Seasons,
who worked with Sharp for almost
three decades. “He has a knack for
making people feel valued and important. Issy embodies The Four Seasons
golden rule of treating guests and
colleagues as they themselves would
want to be treated.”
So, it’s no surprise that Four Seasons
has consistently been ranked as one of
Fortune magazine’s “100 Best Companies to Work For,” appearing on that
list every year since its inception in
1998. It is also known to boast one of
the industry’s lowest turnover rates.
For a man who never set out to be
a hotelier, Sharp intimately knows
what works and what doesn’t. Though
he graduated from Ryerson’s Architecture program in Toronto, he never
intended to be an architect; he always
wanted to be a builder, having caught
the bug by working at his father,
Max’s, construction company. “I
wanted to ensure I understood how
plans were developed,” he explains.
“Going into the hotel industry was, as
my wife calls [it], a ‘chance event.’ It’s
like life; it’s what happens — a friend
asked me to build a small hotel for
him, I was surprised by its success, and
that gave me an idea that maybe this
might work downtown.”
Starting with that one motor hotel
in 1961, Sharp built a chain of luxury
properties by providing consistent
service. “It’s not what you can do some
of the time; it’s what you can do all of
the time that really determines what
you can hold out to the customer as
their expectation,” he affirms. “The
Four Seasons brand stands for the
consistent quality of our service.... It’s
the ability to deliver on the customers’
expectation of what they’ve heard and,
in more cases, to try to exceed that.
That’s quality service.”
Interestingly, Sharp says that even
today’s focus groups reveal that service

is the number-1 expectation when
guests stay at a Four Seasons; the
others are location, product and recognition. “That’s what we have focused
on since day one. We always said that
service is how we would compete in
this industry.”
But apart from quality service,
Sharp has an eye for innovation. A
huge component of what makes him
successful is that he understands what
the market wants even before the
customer knows it. “As a company we
have grown to be what we are through
innovation. Remember, this industry
has been around for 500 years. We
didn’t invent anything. What we’ve
done is taken an industry and added
and created value for the customers by
doing things that would be appealing
to the customer. Innovation versus
being inventive is what we, Four
Seasons, have done since day one.”
Innovation has come in the form of
in-room amenities such as shampoos
and conditioners in the bathroom,
bigger bars of soap, large cotton towels,
bathrobes; overnight laundry and
shoeshine service; 24-hour personalized service; custom mattresses; hair
dryers and padded hangers to appeal to
women travellers; digital clocks; lighted mirrors; a guest history computerized system; full-service spas; hotel
private residences; alternative cuisine
(featuring healthier options and
local foods) and Japanese breakfasts;
business centres; and health centres.
The company’s most recent offerings
include a custom Four Seasons jet,
which provides personalized itineraries and premium service in the sky,
and this fall’s launch of the company’s
second food-truck tour, this time down
America’s East Coast.
For Sharp, innovation is driven by
looking at everything through the
customer’s eyes. “The innovations and
ideas I came up with were based upon
‘would they be of value, and would
they be appreciated and be of service
to a person travelling away from their
office or home?’ So those ideas we
came up with over the years — most of
them have been adopted by the industry, which have benefited the traveller.
In that regard, we have had a positive
hoteliermagazine.com

impact on the industry. Most hotels
have better service, better facilities
and look after the customer in a way
that is more conscious of what good
service can do for their own business,”
he says.
But through each step of a wellcharted journey, Sharp has never
lost sight of the value of giving back
to the community. The loss of his
son Christopher to cancer, in 1978,
was pivotal in his decision to get
involved with the Terry Fox Run.
He has been instrumental in that
charity’s growth, raising more than
$650 million worldwide for cancer
research. “Supporting Terry Fox
was something everybody felt [good
about], because so many people are
touched by cancer,” he says.
The hotelier has also been active
on the hospital front, donating significantly to Toronto’s Mount Sinai to
create the Isadore Sharp Wing; he’s
also been an active supporter of the
arts through his hefty contribution to
Toronto’s Four Seasons Performing

Arts Centre. “We’ve been fortunate
enough to be successful, living in a
part of the world that allows us to
achieve more to allow us to contribute
back to the community,” Sharp adds.
But it doesn’t stop there. Three
years ago, for its 50th anniversary,
Four Seasons committed to plant
10-million trees around the world,
with each hotel in the chain actively
involved. “Every corporation has
something to give back, and what you
find from that is you develop camaraderie of the people who then take
pride in the company and therefore
everybody benefits,” Sharp says.
Through countless contributions
Sharp and the company have made to
the industry and community, success
is measured by how many people’s
lives have been improved or touched.
“Today we have over 40,000
employees, and I would venture to
say that each one of them has been
affected, in a positive way, because of
the success of the company,” he adds.
“You never accomplish everything

on your own. The idea of a self-made
man or woman is a myth. As a legacy
I would like to be known as a person
who has caused thousands upon
thousands of people to have a better
life because of the success of Four
Seasons and that should continue,
because one’s success is not really
what one does but how many other
people have risen with the tide.”
Moving forward, Sharp now
owns a minority interest in the
company, having sold it in 2007 to
Cascade Investments (Bill Gates)
and Kingdom Holdings (Prince Ali
Waleed), but he’s confident the
company’s guiding principles will
remain intact. “People come and
people go, step aside and move on.
But the commitment to the company
and the belief in the company and
its values will not change. Its culture
will be preserved indefinitely. The
legacy will be a continuation of what
the company has been built on: the
four pillars — quality, service, culture
and brand.” u
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To our friends at Choice Hotels Canada
congratulations on winning the

2014 Pinnacle Award:
Best National Hotel of the Year Award
This award is a testament to your leadership
and continued commitment to excellence.
We are proud to be your partner!

FOUR POINTS BY SHERATON
EDMONTON SOUTH, CANADA

CONGRATULATIONS
Four Points by Sheraton congratulates
Airline Hotels on being awarded
the prestigious Pinnacle Award for
Regional Company of the Year 2014.
We are delighted to celebrate
your success.
©2014 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Four Points and its logos are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts
Worldwide, Inc., or its affiliates.
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There are no words to express how we feel about winning the Hotelier 2014 Company of the
Year Pinnacle Award. So, let us just say thanks to everyone who is part of the Choice Hotels®
family. We couldn’t have done it without you.
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TRENDS

HAPPY CAMPERS

Communication, empowerment and rewards are the hallmarks of employee retention
BY LAURA PRATT ILLUSTRATION BY JEM SULLIVAN

A

decade ago, guests arriving at an Accent Inn
in British Columbia
would have discovered that some of
the hotel’s rooms were unavailable.
Hotel administration told guests
the rooms were under renovation,
but the problem was actually a dire
housekeeping labour shortage. “It was
demotivating to the team knowing
that, ‘Wow, here’s a room we could
sell, but we’re not [going to], because
we’ve got no one to clean it,’” recalls
Mandy Farmer, Victoria-based
hoteliermagazine.com

Accent Inns’ president and CEO,
who was VP at the time of the labour
shortfall. “It was a great lesson; I
never want that to happen again.”
Lessons in labour have been critical pieces of the hotel administration oeuvre, but perhaps no more so
than today. With hotels of all stripes
committing to branding initiatives
designed to create memorable guest
experiences, customer service emerges
as the most compelling differentiator
and, with it, a call for a fresh focus on
industry personnel.
“It seems everybody is into brand-

ing and design now and consumers
have more options than ever,” says
Brendan Gibney, director of Franchise
Operations at Mississauga, Ont.-based
Choice Hotels Canada. “That means
they expect better service, and the
quality of staff is more important than
it used to be.” There’s no shortage of
hospitality manpower, he qualifies,
but the trick is finding quality salesand service-focused staff. That means
finding individuals who can cater to
customers’ needs and simultaneously
capitalize on sales opportunities.
It helps to encourage employees
DECEMBER 2014 HOTELIER
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THE PERKS
The employees of Toronto-based
Fairmont Hotels & Resorts, with
properties around the world, enjoy
access to unique perquisites designed
to attract, retain and keep them happy.
Such perks include:
DISCOUNTS on F&B, spa, golf, Fairmont
stores and room rates at Fairmont Hotels
& Resorts, Raffles Hotels & Resorts and
Swissôtel Hotels & Resorts worldwide
ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIPS and
TUITION REIMBURSEMENT
Hot and cold HEALTHY MEALS served
in hotel employee dining rooms
CASUAL FRIDAYS at the corporate
office, where candy, trail mix and fresh
fruit are provided
SUMMER FLEX HOURS at the
corporate office

EMPLOYEE LOUNGES featuring
comfortable seating, a fireplace,
music and a television

by including them in decisions and
keeping them abreast of company
developments and goals, but
sometimes that’s easier said than
done. “Empowerment can be
tricky,” Gibney concedes. “You’re
not going to include every frontdesk agent in every business process
42
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DISCOUNTS on ski passes and golf fees
at hotels that offer those services

meeting, but they need to be part
of the process.” This ultimately
benefits the customer who wants a
front-desk attendant who’s capable
of making immediate decisions.
But the inherent seasonality in many markets adds a layer
of complexity and demands hypervigilant attention to labour costs.
“You can’t hire everybody to work
40 hours, five days, every week of the
year,” says Gibney. Rather, his company has invested heavily in cross-training. For example, an employee might
combine a couple of part-time jobs to
make a full-time job, working three
days a week in the breakfast room
and two days in the laundry room.
It’s a win-win solution — filling a
hotel’s vacant positions, while
fulfilling a worker’s need for fulltime employment.
The characteristics of the generation moving through the workforce
now are also creating challenges.
Gen-Y hospitality program grads,
eager to climb the corporate ladder
swiftly, aren’t excited about stepping
into front-line roles, notes Erin
Haid, talent development manager
at Toronto-based Starwood Hotels &
Resorts Canada.
Indeed, opportunity for swift
advancement is the most important
factor in retaining employees today,
confirms James Lockhart, president
of Group Lockhart Inc., a London,
Ont.-based benefits brokerage specializing in hospitality. Citing data from
the 2013 “Using Benefits to Attract

Workers” report for the Canadian
Tourism Human Resource Council in
Ottawa, he points out that the likelihood of retention increases by more
than 230 per cent when employees
are given promotion opportunities.
“In fact, opportunity for advancement
is even more crucial than offering a
competitive wage, which increases
the likelihood of retention by just 82
per cent,” he says.
At Starwood, managers forge
partnerships to offset the challenge of
attracting entry-level employees. For
example, they work with municipal
organizations involved in job-development for disabled workers. “These are
individuals who classically have very
low employment,” explains Haid.
Once a trusted team is established,
the focus turns to retention. One
strategy would be aligning compensation with performance. For most
branded hotels, 45 or 50 per cent of
sales takes place at the front desk,
notes Choice’s Gibney. Bonuses
predicated on front-desk personnel’s
success encourage them to exercise
this muscle. “And, when you engage
your associates, they’re going to
be more committed [to upselling],”
he adds.
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Incentives and rewards are also
key to keeping employees happy, an
objective that’s particularly challenging among housekeeping staff.
“Cleaning 16 rooms a day, five days a
week, is the hardest job in the world,”
says Gibney, who thanks his employee group with bonuses that celebrate
hard work, such as Tim Hortons gift
cards for high “cleanliness scores” and
loyalty points that accumulate for
bigger prizes.
Accent Hotels’ Farmer has
addressed staff retention issues by
incorporating fun and playfulness into
the company culture, a mandate that
involves management training. This
approach has led to potluck lunches,
staff parties and handwritten notes
with pay stubs from management.
The 175 employees at her six hotels
(Victoria’s Hotel Zed and Accent
Inns in Victoria, Vancouver airport
and three others in B.C.) also engage
in development games with prizes.
At Choice, open communication is a key to keeping hotel staffers engaged. At its big hotels, shift

briefings keep incoming employees
apprised of occupancies, guest ratings
and incoming guests. Smaller properties use a “briefing book” to keep
employees connected.
In addition to town halls, newsletters and regular confidential surveys,
Starwood connects with its associates through an Intranet site packed
with financial news and messages
from the CEO. And the Starwood
News Network internal video system
broadcasts hotel campaigns, brandspecific services and community news
on “talking billboards” displayed
throughout employee-only areas of
the hotel.
Training and development is a
perennial concern for hoteliers, who
are responding with innovation.
Choice associates have access to
Choice University, an online training program featuring instruction on
everything from the fundamentals
of housekeeping to front-desk sales
and loyalty programs. And employees
from the corporation’s 360 hotels
are invited to dial in on Webinar

Wednesdays for a free 20-minute
presentation produced for various
training categories. The webinars are
then posted on the Intranet site.
Listening to staff is key, too. After
hearing too many stories about how
employees leave big-brand hotels in
response to bureaucracy and “a lot of
stupid rules,” Farmer fostered more
in-house authenticity. “We don’t
make our people follow scripts,” she
says. “We encourage them to be who
they are, to be friendly, to be genuine.
That feels better to them.”
Overall, whether improving
communication, training and development, or rewarding a job well
done, attention to detail enhances
the employee experience. “What our
employees take away is a huge priority for our operation,” says Starwood’s
Haid. “How we treat them influences
how they feel when they’re here. If
they feel good, it creates motivation
and passion, and the guests are the
[beneficiaries]. Fundamentally, and
truly, everything we do is based on
that truth.” u
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your budget.
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DECOR & DESIGN

MARVELOUS

MEETING
SPACES
A combination of functionality and flair create standout conference spaces
BY LISA VAN DE VEN

BEN SPARROW
KNOWS MEETINGS.

The CEO of Sparrow Hotels
runs three Winnipeg-based
hotels: The Mere Hotel, The
Norwood Hotel and Inn at
the Forks, which comprise
11,750 sq. ft. of meeting and
conference space.
So when the company
opted to redesign the Inn at
the Forks’ meeting spaces,
Sparrow and his team had
a clear idea of what was
needed. “We wanted the
properties to look not so
much like meeting rooms
[but] as spaces you would
find in someone’s home,”
says Sparrow, of the design
that was completed last
year. “We wanted to make it
as comfortable and flexible
a space as we could, but we
wanted the design to truly
be beautiful and not look
like typical banquet halls.”
The idea was to offer a
44
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one-of-a-kind experience.
Modern aesthetics were
important, but flexibility,
sustainability, durability,
comfort and technology
were other considerations.
The team hired Winnipegbased Number Ten Architectural Group, which
worked with a renovation
budget of approximately
$200 per sq. ft.

NETWORKING NICHE
Warm accents and pops of
colour create visual interest at
the Inn at the Forks (left and
bottom right) and the Drake
Devonshire (top right)
hoteliermagazine.com
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“The issue with creating really interestingly
designed meeting spaces
is that, in almost all of our
meeting spaces, the furniture is completely movable.
So it’s hard to create a
genuine residential-looking
space,” says Sparrow. In the
Waterfront Parlour room,
though, the team opted for a
permanent furniture layout,
adding a custom reclaimed
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wood table by Wood
Anchor, based in Winnipeg,
as well as a sofa and chairs.
One of the biggest
challenges was choosing
carpets that upheld that
residential aesthetic and
could hold up to wear and
tear. “Residential carpet is
normally one colour, [but]
a one-colour carpet in
banquet rooms is a disaster,
because the stains show. So

trying to find carpets that
are easily cleaned, that don’t
show dirt or stains, but still
have a residential feel to
them is very difficult,” says
Sparrow, who opted for
patterned carpets by Tandus,
based in Dalton, Ga., in
the banquet spaces, and
commercial carpets by Shaw
Contract Group, also based
in Dalton, in the Waterfront Parlour.

When designing meeting
spaces that merge the old
and the new, as was the
case at the new Drake
Devonshire in Ontario’s
Prince Edward County,
functionality and flexibility
were key concerns. John
Tong, creative director of
the Toronto design firm
+Tongtong, sourced tables
and chairs that can be used
in various configurations.
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They had to be easy to set
up, stack and store, yet
comfortable enough to sit on
all day.
“[We looked at] how it
fits in terms of being an
extension of the rest of
the spaces,” says Tong,
who sourced folding tables
from Magnolia, Ark.-based
Southern Aluminum and
chairs from Toronto-based
Design Within Reach.
“We’ve chosen proportions
of colour: a large proportion
of one colour with a mixture
of another colour, so there’s
a sense of randomness.
There are chairs that are
white, with a random selection of black, so every time
they’re deployed the pattern
is different.”
Lounge-style furniture
helps operators create a
gathering place for guests in
the Drake’s window-lined,
water-facing Glass Box
room. When the flat-screen
TV is not being used for
meetings, management
broadcasts curated content
from the inn’s Drake TV
channel. “We’re able to
take the space and dress
it up or dress it down,”
says Tong. The 560-sq.-ft.
Glass Box room fits up to
40 people theatre-style, but
Tong imagined as many
configurations as possible
before settling on the design.
Everything had to service
hoteliermagazine.com

BE FLEXIBLE Versatile
furniture configurations and
home-inspired designs bring
meetings into the 21st century
at the Hilton Toronto/Markham
Suites Conference Centre & Spa
(above and far left) and at the
Inn at the Forks (middle)

DESIGN REBOOT
These days, design-savvy
meeting spaces make an
impression well before potential clients enter the lobby.
“Design is more important than
ever, because you’re creating
digital content and using it to
sell your entire property,” says
Ben Sparrow, CEO of Sparrow
Hotels in Winnipeg. “The
staging of photographs, the
representation of your meeting
spaces online, is such a huge
component. That’s almost
where we started with our
renovations.” Keith Rushbrook,
partner with Toronto’s II By IV
Design, which has provided
design services for the Trump
International Hotel and Tower
Toronto, Marriott International,
Novotel and Hilton, agrees
that technology has impacted
design in the past five to 10
years. “[It] has changed the
way designers plan meeting
spaces and how users interact
with the space,” he explains.
“Specifically, wireless technology has freed up space....
Power sources have also
become more important.
Everyone has a device that
needs power.”

TREND WATCH:
DESIGN ACCENTS
New lighting options —
including longer-lasting,
energy-efficient LED
lighting; specialized
accent and task lighting; and more lighting
control through iPad or
tablet technology — can
help create a different
mood, while multifunctional furniture, such as
adjustable-height tables
or wall partitions, can
double as art. But trends
only last if they meet
the guest’s basic needs
for durability, comfort,
ergonomics and sound
suppression, notes Keith
Rushbrook, partner with
Toronto’s II By IV Design.
“The best designs allow
for hotel guests to feel
comfortable and to use
the rooms however they
might need,” he adds.

that flexibility, from the
tables and chairs to the
electrical and lighting.
“There’s an electrical
connector connecting
panels at the front, back
and middle of the room,
and there are outlets on
the floor,” he says. “And,
in terms of the lighting, we
have two different systems:
track lighting, which allows
you to highlight various
areas — for example if
there’s a presentation or
panel — and general lighting for mood lighting.”
Flexibility is just as
important at the Hilton
Toronto/Markham Suites
Conference Centre &
Spa, which is home to 26
meeting rooms and 45,000
sq. ft. of meeting-andconference space.
Many of these areas
at the Hilton have dual

purposes. For example,
its ballrooms can be split
to create smaller breakout rooms for corporate
gatherings or association
meetings. “When a space
is not flexible to different
events, one is cutting off
market segments,” says
Christine Misevski, the
hotel’s director of Catering
and Conference Services.
Some of the Hilton’s
meeting spaces were
recently revamped as part
of a $15-million renovation, headed by Union31
in Toronto. “The design
itself is very clean-cut,”
says Misevski of a classic
aesthetic that includes
wood panelling in some
of the rooms. Practical
considerations included
installing individual
climate control, fast and
secure wireless Internet

access, as well as hanging
points throughout to
allow for the suspension of
special effects. “We’ve got
projection units built in
our smaller meeting spaces,
and we also have built-in
screens,” she adds.
One of the most popular
requests is for oval tables;
the Hilton is one of the few
hotels in the city that offers
them to meeting guests. It
helps accommodate more
people. “If I have a 60-inch
round table, I can fit 10, but
10 would be sardine style,”
Misevski explains. “On an
oval table, while I can seat
up to 12 people, 10 would
be very comfortable.” The
idea is to offer guests better
options and make the
best impression. “Word
of mouth is key,” she says.
“You wow the client, and
they come back.” u

COMING IN JANUARY/
FEBRUARY 2015
THE FRANCHISE
REPORT
+ TRAVEL & TOURISM
+ BOUTIQUES
+ F&B — FROM RESTAURANTS
TO ROOM SERVICE
+ TECHNOLOGY
ROUNDTABLE
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OPERATIONS

A WASH OUT

PHOTO: DREAMSTIME.COM

Hoteliers share tips for streamlining hotel laundry operations
while reducing their carbon footprint BY JENNIFER FEBBRARO

R

inse, lather, repeat. In the
hotel industry, the cycle
never ends. Crisp, clean
linens and über-white towels
never go out of style, yet
the movement towards “greening”
hotels through policies and procedures
is always evolving. That’s why today’s
hoteliers must achieve high standards
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of cleanliness at their properties, while
reducing their carbon footprint (and
hopefully the energy bill, too).
THE SOURCE

To begin, hoteliers must determine
whether to outsource or use in-house
laundry facilities. “If a hotel has the
capacity to launder [its] own linens,

from both a staffing and equipment
perspective, then in-house laundry
grants greater control over the finished
product,” notes Toronto-based Tom
Tittel, VP of Operations, Eastern
Canada for Vancouver-based SilverBirch Hotels & Resorts, a hotelmanagement firm. “Outsourcing
laundry can be more economical for
DECEMBER 2014 HOTELIER
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new developments, [which] don’t
want to invest in the steep cost [of]
Maintaining clean white linens is a balancing
equipment and staffing.”
act, which involves maximizing initial investments. The key to prolonging the lifespan of
But outsourcing may not be the
linens is understanding the fabric makeup.
best choice for every new hotel.
Your textile supplier “can provide guidance
“You’ve got to do an ROI to weigh
[on] how to handle the fabrics and [how] to
out the financial benefits,” advises
troubleshoot in the event of any [stains],”
Paul Gardian, executive director of
explains Tom Tittel, VP of Operations, Eastern
Brand Operations at Delta Hotels &
Canada for Vancouver-based SilverBirch
Resorts in Toronto. “Look at factors
Hotels & Resorts, a hotel management firm.
such as the lifespan of equipment, the
Laura Cline, laundry manager at Banff Park
cost of shipping laundry and the price
Lodge, in Banff, Alta., recommends comfort
of labour and training.”
twill sheets with a minimum 240-thread
If a hotel chooses to outsource,
count. But, using sheets with the highest
thread count possible isn’t necessarily the
clean laundry chutes and bags that
best decision. “The problem with higher
are well sealed are still essential. A
thread counts is that they are more delicate,
hole in the laundry sack could allow
and they can be harder to maintain,” explains
linens to fall into the vehicle or onto
Paul Gardian, executive director of Brand
the street during transport to the
Operations at Delta Hotels & Resorts in
cleaning facility. Tittel also notes
Toronto. Delta Hotels sticks to a thread count
that proper lighting is essential in
of 220 to 250, which can withstand repeated
laundry rooms so staff can check for
washes. But, it’s about more than the thread
holes, snags or other damage to the
count. A hotel’s linen count is important, too.
linen before and after it is sent to be
Cline recommends hotels keep multiple sets
cleaned. But whether choosing to
of sheets, towels, bathrobes and duvets so
freshly laundered linens can rest for at least
outsource laundry or wash in-house,
COI 005 Dont aGet
Ad_Halfpg_resize_Layout
1 11/18/14
4:08 PM
Pagethat
1 the decision has
dayTaken
and ultimately
last longer.
Gardian
stresses

BETWEEN THE SHEETS

to be based on economic resources. “If
you’ve got a resort on an island, then
chances are you won’t find a local
laundry facility nearby,” he explains,
noting that in-house laundry facilities
would be best in such a case.
THE SUPPLIES

Of course, it’s about more than
money and determining where linens
and towels will be washed, it’s also
important to decide how laundry
will be done. In many cases, hotels
are using environmentally friendly
laundry detergents with green suppliers, such as the universally popular St.
Paul, Minn.-based Ecolab. The Banff
Park Lodge, in Alberta, uses Ecolab’s
Fluff 2000, an organic detergent
capable of removing stains without
the use of fatty acid chemical soaps.
Other options are also available.
“We’ve recently set up the Aquanomic Laundry Program through Ecolab,”
says Shan Wickremasinghe, GM
for the Residence Inn Gravenhurst
Muskoka Wharf in Gravenhurst,
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maintenance with no hidden costs.
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Ont. “That change alone has reduced
our use of harsh chemicals and also
our energy bills by about 25 per cent.”
Thanks to phosphate-free detergent
and NPE-free chemical agents, the
program reduces the wash steps
required, the amount of water used
and the water temperature.
THE MACHINES

If the hotel’s laundry is done on-site,
training is essential. “It’s not as simple
as it looks,” says Laura Cline, laundry
manager at the Banff Park Lodge. It
takes approximately five days to train
new staff in operations. “The key
is to tell them to wait on laundry if
there is not enough to fill a load. On
the other hand, you can’t overload
the machines either.” Overloading a
machine reduces the likelihood of an
effective wash and can damage the
equipment, increasing the need for
maintenance and repairs.
Even the time of a wash cycle
should be considered, which often
means loading the machine at night

or any time when energy costs are
the lowest. “Laundry department
hours should constantly be checked
and reviewed to ensure the lowest
possible cost,” Tittel says.
Alternatively, more energy may be
needed to wash linens for guests with
sensitivities or allergies. “If a guest
has identified themselves as being
extra sensitive to chemicals, then I
do a special wash cycle for that one
room,” explains Banff Park Lodge’s
Cline. She uses a small washing
machine so she can control and
minimize the amount of detergent
used. “We’ll do one regular wash
with a diluted organic detergent,”
she explains. “But then we’ll do the
sheets once more in a simple water
cycle, with no detergent at all, just
to ensure the sheets are as detergentfree as possible.”
THE GUEST

Hotel guests also have a role to play
in a hotel’s energy-saving program as
it pertains to laundry. Though hotels

don’t typically require guests reuse
their sheets and towels, the option
is available. At Banff Park Lodge, a
sign from Project Planet, a linen and
towel reuse program based in Upland,
Calif., is left on the bed giving guests
the choice to opt out of having their
sheets changed during their stay.
At Delta Hotels & Resorts, a small
tag is sewn on the towel. “Instead
of a brand logo or washing instructions, you’ll see a note saying ‘hang
me to reuse,’” explains Gardian. “We
found guests were so inundated with
paper within the suite that they often
overlooked our recycle program.”
In the end, as hoteliers continue
to evolve their operations with
everything from special sewn-in
messages for guests to new projects
such as waterless laundry, (which
has caught on in the U.S. and
requires special machines that only
use two per cent of the water of a
conventional cycle), one message
remains: there’s no alternative to
the crisp, clean white sheet. u
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Tapping into
10 design trends
that create hotels
with flair

Always innovating and constantly
changing, this year’s design trends motivate
the newest and hottest hotel styles popping
up in the Canadian marketplace. Hotelier
magazine surveyed the country’s leading
design teams to come up with our list of
10 trends influencing hotel design (in no
particular order). The distinguished panel
includes Mavis Truscott, hospitality design
lead at Calgary-based Sizeland Evans
Interior Design; George Yabu and Glenn
Pushelberg, partners at Yabu Pushelberg,
Toronto; Robynne Moncur, principal designer at Moncur Design in Toronto and
Julie Campbell, principal, SSDG Interiors
Inc., Vancouver.
hoteliermagazine.com

scheme creates a relaxed vibe; the Sheraton Gateway Hotel in Toronto International Airport lobby; The Hotel at River Rock in Richmond, B.C.

1

Living, Breathing Lobbies: Gone are the days
of lifeless lobbies, stagnant vestibule areas
ignored by guests headed to their rooms. Hoteliers now believe these areas are perfect for
showcasing the style and mood of a hotel. As such,
they’re equipping lobbies with innovative kiosks and
creative check-in areas, and, in the process, creating a
fun, social atmosphere with pizzazz. The common
spaces now serve as an oasis where guests can sit and
relax. A central café lounge with multimedia stations
are the norm. “Lobbies abound with opportunity —
give your guests the opportunity to use them for casual
meetings, socializing and as a gathering space,” says
Julie Campbell of Vancouver-based SSDG Interiors
Inc. For example, the Sheraton Gateway Hotel at
Pearson International Airport recently underwent a
$3-million renovation with an upgraded lobby that
comes alive. The hotel’s Link@Sheraton lounge
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comes fully equipped with Internet connectivity where
guests can check email and print their boarding passes.
Additionally, The Hotel at River Rock in Richmond,
B.C., features a living lobby that is four-storeys high.
Guests can chill out in the open-air space while enjoying the soothing sound of a waterfall and indoor pond.

2

Spa-Like Bathrooms: Designing a bathroom
space with spa-like elements is a great way
to ensure guests have a relaxing stay. A slow
down and chill-out design invites guests to
spend luxurious hours ensconced in their suites. Old
showers are out, body jet and rain showers are in,
with oversized bathtubs oozing luxury. And, these
days, top-of-the-line textiles are the norm with terrycloth robes, towels sporting high-thread counts and
luxurious beauty items available in the bathroom. At
the W Montreal hotel, a Starwood property,
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Four Canadian designers weigh in
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Now you can have it all!
If you subscribe to Hotelier, you can now also get
free access to our app edition!
It’s as simple as downloading it from the
app store for your iPad now.
Tap into a world of information at your fingertips, including
signature reports and industry stats; profiles on the movers
and shakers; and stories on equipment and technology,
design and decor, and so much more.
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TECHNOLOGY

TUNE
IN
A generation of smartphonewielding guests is challenging
hoteliers and suppliers to
innovate in-room offerings
BY JACKIE SLOAT-SPENCER

H

otel guestroom
entertainment
isn’t about the
latest videogame console,
iPod dock or movie selection
anymore — in fact, it’s not
even a hotel amenity, since
it travels to the guestroom in
a customer’s pocket. Indeed,
smartphones and tablets
have inspired a whirlwind
of innovation in hospitality,
since the adoption of mobile
check-in, keyless entry and
in-room ordering, which
offers guests the option to
summon room service or
housekeeping with a swipe

hoteliermagazine.com

of the finger. It’s the influence of value-conscious
and tech-savvy millennials,
who reject pay-per-view in
favour of watching Youtube
or Netflix on their device,
that is sending hoteliers on
the prowl for new revenue
streams and technology that
keeps guests engaged with
their brand.
“The fundamental part
of guestroom entertainment is the ability to take
the content that exists on
whatever device you have
and project it on the TV
screen,” explains Warren
Markwart, principal at the
DECEMBER 2014 HOTELIER
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Toronto-based MK2 Hospitality consultancy. “Most
millennials don’t need any
entertainment delivered to
them in a guestroom on a
television, because everything they have is on their
device. All they need is
solid Wi-Fi.”
So, the use of devices,
such as tablets, to control
in-room entertainment is
on the rise. There is scant
Canadian data on the
topic, but the Randolph,
N.J.-based Hospitality
Technology’s “Customer
Engagement Technology
Study 2014” reported a
29-per-cent increase in
the use of devices in the
U.S. The study, released by
the aforementioned news
source, predicts 44-per-cent
adoption in 2015.
Delta Hotels & Resorts
is responding to the guest’s
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evolving need for connectivity. In 2011, the
Toronto-based company
embarked on a mission
to create a guestroom
inspired by the comforts
of home, rolling out its
ModeRoom design at the
Mississauga, Ont.-based
Delta Meadowvale Hotel
and Conference Centre.
It features a SmartDesk
workstation with connectivity docks and a 37-inch
flat-screen TV with input/
output for audio, video and
data capabilities.
Last month, it forged
on, equipping its newly
opened Delta Waterloo
in Ontario, and its Delta
Toronto flagship location,
with Samsung Smart TVs,
offering screen-mirroring
technology, which allows
guests to share content
between a smartphone and

the TV. “The customer
expectation is they want
what they have at home.
That’s the bottom line....
As an industry we’ve been
really trying to play catchup,” says Paul Gardian,
executive director, Brand
Operations at Delta Hotels
& Resorts.
The upgrades are part
of an increased focus on
offering value. “Not many
customers buy a movie from
the TV provider; they bring
their own content to the
hotels. So, we [didn’t] put
video-on-demand solutions
in the guestrooms. That
saved us a significant capital
investment,” says Yu Jin,
VP and CIO of Information
Technology at Delta Hotels
& Resorts.
At The Grand Winnipeg
Airport Hotel by Lakeview, which opened last

September, each of the 101
guestrooms comes equipped
with an iPad and a Smart
TV. “We are targeting the
corporate, technologyloving traveller,” says
Danielle Streilein, assistant
GM, The Grand Winnipeg
Airport Hotel by Lakeview.
IPads come loaded with
Calgary-based Guest-Tek’s
MyAway app, which lets
guests use the tablet like a
remote control. “By doing
so you see all of your room
charges, control the TV
from the iPad and use our
PVR. By using the PVR
with this app, you are able
to take the in-room iPad
anywhere in the hotel and
watch TV shows you have
recorded, or you can stream
them to your guestroom
TV,” she adds.
At Calgary’s 185-room
boutique Hotel Arts,
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THE ULTIMATE IMMERSIVE
VIEWING EXPERIENCE.
Samsung introduces the Curved Hotel TV in Canada.
Samsung continues to take the guest experience to a whole new level with the game-changing curved hotel TV, which oﬀers:
•
•

An innovative design that creates a truly immersive viewing experience
Powerful performance with a quad-core processor

•

Easy TV-mobile interaction feature for all mobile devices

•

Simple content sharing through AllShare and Screen Mirroring

All TVs are equipped with Samsung LYNK™ DRM technology and are REACH 3.0 compatible, making the Samsung Curved TV easy for property
managers to install, customize, and control.
samsung.com/hospitality Samsung Hospitality Sales: 1-855-678-9245

© 2014 Samsung Electronics Canada Inc. All rights reserved. Samsung is a registered trademark of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., used with permission.

STAR OF THE
FLAT SCREEN
Television upgrades are on the
horizon for many hoteliers surveyed in Randolph, N.J.-based
Hospitality Technology’s “Lodging
Technology Study 2014.” The
magazine and online news
source found the following:

n More than 70 per cent of
operators surveyed said they
offer flat-screen TVs in guestrooms and 22.2 per cent plan
to upgrade them within the
next 18 months

n Offering high-definition TV
will become a priority for operators, as 37 per cent
plan to offer HD content
within the next 18 months

n Despite the prevalence of
movie-theatre and at-home
adoption of 3-D televisions,
nearly 95 per cent of hotel
operators have no plans to
implement such products in
their hotel guestrooms

investing in substantial
upgrades to the guestroom
experience is keeping the
independently owned
property relevant to its
business traveller demographic. Its suite bathrooms
were recently equipped with
mirror LED TV screens.
In May, hotel management turned to Sioux Falls,
S.D.-based Sonifi Solutions
(formerly LodgeNet Interactive) to implement
pay-per-view, paid musicon-demand and complimentary TV services. The
guest simply downloads an
app by scanning a barcode
on the TV screen. “The
program allows you to
use your mobile phone as
a remote to flip through
channels, watch movies,
choose music as well as
navigate through all of
the hotel information we

provide on the TV instead
of using the hotel remote
control,” explains Katie
Mayer, marketing and
media-relations manager
for Hotel Arts Group.
While the entertainment
experience is being elevated at hotels, MK2 Hospitality’s Markwart cautions that
having enough bandwidth
to support the solid stream
of data remains a challenge.
According to Hospitality Technology’s “Lodging
Technology Study 2014,”
63 per cent of operators
surveyed said they plan to
increase their bandwidth
this year. “With guests
bringing their own devices
into the hotel, the focus
has largely shifted away
from in-room technology
and onto the infrastructure
needed to support those
devices,” the report reads.
To ensure customers are
getting the fast speed they
desire, the Delta Waterloo offers a tiered Wi-Fi
package. Its free basic Wi-Fi
is suited for checking email
and browsing the Internet,
while its premium $9.99
option affords guests the
bandwidth to stream videos
and play online games.
But, as the need for
bandwidth increases, so
too does the need for rich
content. “Feeding content
one way is not going to be
good enough in the future,”
predicts James Politeski,
enterprise business leader
and COO at Samsung
Canada, based in Mississauga, Ont. “It’s going to be
a combination of content;
it’s also going to be interactive and a more immersive
experience in the room,
so not only does it create
revenue streams for the
hotel, but the guest experience goes up.” u
hoteliermagazine.com
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CELEBRATING
ACHIEVEMENTS
Mickael Damelincourt brings together
owners and associates to help Toronto’s
Trump International Hotel & Tower shine
BY ROSANNA CAIRA

W
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I care more about the associates and do not believe
in titles. We are all important. My role is to set the
direction, guide them, support them and make them
proud of their successes,” he says.
Of course, making the guests happy is an ongoing
goal, so the hotel recently launched a digital library.
“[It] allows our guests to access newspapers and
magazines from around the globe in the comfort
of their guestroom,” he says. And the 31st-floor
restaurant, which overlooks the Toronto skyline,
was rebranded. “We entered into an agreement with
Oliver & Bonacini and Ink Entertainment to launch
America Restaurant and The Calvin Bar. They’ve
been a huge success for us.”
Though the hotel has only been open two years,
Damelincourt is always evolving it with the times.
“We’re launching two new hotel units in the
residential section of our building, which will be
above and beyond what’s been offered in Canada
and allow us to satisfy the needs of our most famous
celebrities who already have embraced our property.
The units will provide the privacy of a home with all
the services of a five-star hotel. It’s about challenging ourselves to be creative and innovative with
accommodations to satisfy the specific needs of our
guests,” he says. u
hoteliermagazine.com
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hen Mickael Damelincourt
started working at Trump hotels,
there was only one property in
the luxury collection. Eight years later, 10
hotels dot the North American landscape,
with another 20 expected to open by 2020.
Damelincourt landed at a good company, but the Parisian never imagined he’d be
working at a hotel prior to moving to the
U.S. in 2000. “I went to business school in
Paris, graduated with a Masters in Finance and
Management and moved to New Orleans,” he
says, explaining he wanted to find a job close to his
future wife. “I was fortunate and found an opportunity
in the hotel industry and fell in
love with it.”
QUICK QUIPS:
It was during a six-month
Personal Status: Married with
internship at Le Méridien in New
three sons: Hayden (7), Colin (5)
Orleans that he realized he had
and Brennan (2)
an affinity for hotels. Today, as
Hobbies: “I spend my free time
with my family doing activities
the youngest GM in the New
as basic as playing soccer; it’s
York City-based Trump Hotel
a good balance to the stressful
Collection, the 38-year-old
environment”
directs the team at the luxuriTo what do you attribute your
ous 261-room property, recently
success?: “Passion, drive and
ranked number 1 on TripAdvienthusiasm. I love what I do,
sor and one of only two hotels in
and I work hard to be the best
Toronto to be awarded the prestiI can be”
gious Forbes Five-Star award.
The charming hotelier juggles
many tasks, but his biggest challenge is finding talent.
“Running a hotel is simple once you have the right
associates working with you. It’s about teamwork
and working towards common goals. It’s also about
celebrating our achievements together,” he says.
Damelincourt is casual in his approach to running
the hotel. “I grew up in a family business and oversee
the hotel the same way my parents ran their [business].

helping you
pamper your guests
From in-room amenities, foodservice disposables, housekeeping products
and more, we’ll ensure your guests have an enjoyable and comfortable stay.

Congratulations to all Pinnacle Award Winners.

Unisource and xpedx recently merged to form
Veritiv™ — a leading provider of Facility Solutions.
To learn more, visit veritivcorp.com
© 2014 Veritiv Corporation. All rights reserved. Veritiv, the Veritiv logo, Unisource and the “U” logo are trademarks of Veritiv Corporation or its affiliates.
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guest experience

Sysco Guest Supply is committed
to maximizing the guest experience
at your property by offering an
extensive line of hospitality products
that enables you to provide the
ultimate in comfort and convenience.

